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ADMISSION TO CORTLAND
LOCATION
Cortland State Teachers College is located in the City of Cortland, the county seat or Cortland County. It is a friendly city oi
about eighteen thousand, situated in the heart of the seven valleys in central New York. With excellent connections by bus and
by railroad and with fine highways extending in all directions,
Cortland can be conveniently and easily reached.
The College itself is located on a beautiful hilltop overlooking
the seven valleys. Its frienelly atmosphere,
its fine location, its
long record of achievement, all conspire to make it an outstanding educational institution.
MAJORS

AT CORTLAND

The General Elementary Major is designed to prepare teachers
[or the elementary field. Graduates from this major are certified
to teach in all grades from kindergarten
to the eighth inclusive.
The outline of the full tour-year program for the degree in this
area of work is to be found on page 37.
The General Elementary
Science Major also prepares teachers
for all grades of the elementary school but in addition, its graduates are certified to teach and to supervise the sciences of the elementary grades. The full requirement for the degree in this Major
is to be found on page 38.
The Physical Education Major is designed to prepare teachers
in the field of physical education for the full elementary and high
school program of the various communities of the state. It is from
this course that the physical directors of the high schools of the
state are obtained. The outline of the physical education program
will be found on page 39.
The Health Education Major iS like the other majors offered.
at Cortland a four-year program of preparation. This course is
designed to meet the demand for thoroughly trained teachers in
health education. The graduates are qualified both to organize
and to supervise a complete health program for an entire school
system. See page 40 for full outline of course.
The Recreation Education Major is designed to prepare personnel to meet the gro\ving demand for thoroughly trained recreation workers to direct the recreation programs of year-round
school-community
situations both urban and rural, in industries,
parks, resorts, hospitals and rehabilitation
centers. The full outline of requirements
for the degree in this major is to be found
on page 41.
I
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ACCELERATED

PROGRAM

Due to the serious shortage of elementary teachers, the Commissioner of Education has authorized a plan whereby the time
required for graduation can be shortened from four years to three.
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Th is is accomplished through attendance at three summer sessions of eight weeks each. Entering students are urged to consider the possibilities presented by this plan. The three summers
are somewhat less expensive than a regular college year and the
individual is enabled to begin earning a year earlier than those
pursuing the regular course. At the same time, the new teacher
is rendering a real service to the children of the State.
The state considers the need so urgent that the summer school
tuition is cancelled for the accelerated group. This program applied to- G~neral Elementary
majors and Science majors only.

APPLICATION

FOR ADMISSION

Applications
may be submitted at any time after the completion of the junior year in high school. 'The student will be supplied with the application forms and the necessary information
by addressing a request to the Office of Admissions, State Teachers College, Cortland, K ew York.
Upon receipt of the forms, certain data should be recorded
upon them by the applicant. The forms should then be presented
to the high school office for further data. Th.ey are then mailed
directly to the College h-orn the High School office.
The student will be kept informed of the progress o i his application and as soon as all credentials are filed, a definite decision
will be made.

ADMISSION STANDARDS
All applicants for admission m ust possess a high school diploma
or its equivalent. This may be either a Regents diploma or one
issued by an approved local high school. However. the applicant
must offer the following units:
(a) Constants:
English, 4 units; American History, 1 unit;
Social Studies ninth year, 1 unit; Science, 1 unit.
(b) Major sequence:
3 units.
(c) Minor sequence:
2 units.
(d) Electives to make a total of 16 units.
While any student presenting the units indicated is eligible for
consideration,
it is recommended
that the three-unit majors and
two-unit minors be chosen, one from the field of social sciences
and the other from the field of natural sciences (preferably physics
and chemistry) and that one unit each of art and music be offered.
Applicants
(or admission to all teachers colleges of the state
are required to meet satisfactorily
all admissions test. In addition
to a written examination, the applicants will be required to appear for a personal interview and a speech test. Students who are
applying for admission into the Physical Education
program
must Iu rn ish evidence of physical fitness by taking strength tests
at the College. These examinations are designed for the protection
of the student as well as to select highly qualified young people
to enter the teacher training program.
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ADMISSION BY TRANSFER
While it is the policy of the administration
not to encourage
students to transfer from other institutions, there are occasional
exceptions. Students who can present transcripts of records above
the minimum required at Cortland or who bring with them letters
of honorable dismissal al-e considered, provided they comply wi th
other requirements
and regulations
in force at the time of their
request for transfer. No student transferring
Irorn another college
may begin his work at Cortland until his honorable dismissal has
been received and his scholastic record evaluated in terms of the
course of study desired at Cortland.

REGISTRATION
All students are expected to register on the date for registration specified on the calendar. If, for any reason, this is impossible, special permission for late registration
should be secured.
In any event, the right to impose a fee for late registration
is
reserved by the administration.

VETERANS
Cortland State Teachers College offers the same privileges and
benefits to veterans of World War 11 as are given by other accredited colleges under the several acts of Congress and the rulings of the Veterans Administration.
This includes benefits under
"C.l. Bill" (PL-346) and benefits for Disabled Veterans (PL-16).
Technical information and interpretation
of regulations may be
obtained from The Veterans Administration,
Regional Office,
Chimes Building, Syracuse, New York. General information may
be obtained from The Coordinator
or Veterans Affairs, State
Teachers College, Cortland, ::-Jew York.

ORIENTATION
The Orientation Prog-ram at Cortland is designed to meet the
needs of students who have moved away from home into the
broader pattern of new experiences offered on a college campus.
Realizing that each individual will respond to the necessity for
adjustment to new friends, new financial arrangements, new study
responsibilities,
and new time control, in a manner dependent
upon his past experience, the personnel staff plans a basic guidance course which will provide opportunities
to discuss and evaluate these new experiences.
This guidance program is initiated through an Orientation
Week which is designed to acquaint the new entrants with each
other and with the services and facilities of the college. In the
past two trial years, this period of new experiences has been
accepted with enthusiasm. Later student evaluations have established the value of the orientation period.
11

This inroductory orientation period serves, naturally, as a first
step in the program of advisement and counseling made available
to the student throughout his entire college career at Cortland.
The overall guidance program is outlined in the statement which
follows under the title of Student Personnel Service.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICE
The organization of a Student Personnel Center in the College
is an attempt to personalize education at Cortland. This means
that facilities and personnel are made available to students as
they endeavor to arrange their professional preparation in terms
of their interests and their needs. The basis for this is a strong
counseling program with appropriate
instruments
to carryon
this function.
The functions of the Student Personnel Center as interpreted
by Cortland State Teachers College are: recruiting prospective
teachers, for example, offering information about the profession
and an incentive to become a part of it; admitting students to the
College, such as giving selective tests, arranging pre-admission
interviews and officially admitting individuals as students; orienting students, that is assisting the student to make an adequate
transition from home life to college living; counseling with students, for example assisting the student to resolve his problems
and increase his insight through personal COll terence. This includes such factors as study skills, use of the library, etc.
Another purpose of the program is the evaluation of student
progress, such as organization of evaluative criteria for the purpose of achieving an adequate perception of his growth; coorrlinating extra-curricular
activities so that they may have an optimum of educative value; supervising of housing and feeding students; conducting an advisory program which will provide each
student with a faculty member with whom he has an intimate
relationship;
providing channels through which financial aiel is
offered to students; coordinating field experiences, that is helping
to select and evaluate off-campus activities in order to make
them as contributory
to professional growth as possible; placement in professional positions after graduation; follow-up of graduates in their professional work. This is an effort to help the
beginning teacher do a more effective job and to sensitize the
College to instructional needs as recognized by teachers.
The staff of the Student Personnel Center is involved full time
in these functions as they relate to the student needs and interests.

PLACEMENT BUREAU
In order to help our graduates who are seeking positions in the
profession and to aid principals and superintendents
select adequate personnel, the college operates a Placement Bureau. Of
course, the college cannot guarantee that every graduate will
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secure a posrtion. It, nevertheless,
exerts every endeavor to help
people, who are properly qualified, to find positions in the field.
School superintendents
and principals are cordially invited to
utilize this service. Information
concerning the qualifications of
applicants for positions is furnished freely to all interested officials upon application to the college. In order to defray the necessary expenses, a small fee is charged each senior.

GENERAL

INFORMATION

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
The campus of slightly over fifty acres is located at the end of
West Court Street. The main building was erected and equipped
in 1923 at a cost of over a million and a quarter dollars. Situated
on the highest hill in the city, it commands one of the finest views
in Central New York. The main building includes the customary
classrooms and laboratory facilities, and, in addition, a spacious
gymnasium,
auditorium,
swimming
pool, corrective
exercise
rooms, medical offices, administrative
offices, visual aids, cafeteria, bookstore, art studio, woodworking
shops, a modern kindergarten and a newly equipped student lounge.
Recently, a temporary annex for gymnasium purposes and another temporary
building providing
six classrooms have been
erected.

FUTURE BUILDINGS
Plans for a physical education and health building have been
approved and the structure is ready for erection as soon as conditions permit. Included in its spacious facilities are gymnasiums
of several sorts, exercise rooms, dance studio, body mechanics
and corrective
laboratory,
activities
rooms of several kinds,
squash courts, handball courts, and a modern swimming pool
which will include both a one-meter and three-meter board and an
observation window under water which wil l enable the instructor to observe the entrance of a diver into the water or the breakup of a swimmer's stroke.
A modern and efficient library building has been approved by
the state. This building will be three stories conforming to the
general Colonial architecture
of the campus. It will include not
only general and reserve reading rooms but will also have periodical rooms, aNew York State History room, service rooms and
a small auditorium for informal meetings.
A residence haIl for men and one for women is to be built as
soon as conditions permit. A fine social center which has been
provided in part by the generous contribution
oE Mr. George A.
Brockway and in part by the State of New York is to be included.
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The New Library Building

The New Physical Education

14

and Health Building

RESIDENCE

HALLS

TVlO residence halls for the housing or Freshmen
women were
obtained during the summer of 1948. One is the Theodore H..
Wickwire Residence for Women located at 55 Tompkins Street.
Remodeling was completed during the summer to prepare the
stone mansion for housing one hundred women students. The
property 15 administered by the Cortland State Teachers College
Student Welfare Association
which was incorporated
for that
purpose.
A new residence hall known as the Cortland Campus Hall has
been built on the lot north of the president's
home 011 Graham
Avenue. This provides housing for eighty-eight women and will
be used pending the construction of the permanent residence halls
which are planned for the future .
.A third dormitory for women students is located at the Veteran's housing project which is reached from Prospect Terrace
extension. This houses 80 women.

SlORORITY

HOUSES

Six sororities and two fraternities
houses which afford accommodations
underclassmen.
The sororities are:

on the campus have chapter
for their members and some

Alpha Delta, 24 Stevenson Street
Alpha Sigma Alpha, 22 West Court Street
Arethusa,64
Tompkins Street
N u Sigma Chi, 52 Prospect Terrace
Sigma Sigma Sigma, 15 Prospect Terrace
Theta Phi, 21 West Conrt Street
FRATERNITY

HOUSES

Beta Phi Epsilon, 14 James Street
Delta Kappa, 50 Tompkins Street
PRIViATE

HOMES

Students must live in approved houses while attending college,
unless excused by the college administration.
The college exercises great care in the selection and administration
of places to be
used as residences by students. The Dean of Women maintains a
list of approved homes and will, upon request, gladly furnish
advice and assistance in helping each individual select comfortable quarters. The housing of both men and women is handled
through the Dean's Office.
Rooms range in cost from four to six dollars a week and there
are a few places available with light housekeeping
privileges.
Since the cost of food must be considered as part of the total expense, the cost of quarters with light housekeeping is not appreciably less.
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CAFETERIA
The college operates a cafeteria on a non-profit basis and furnishes wholesome, low cost food. It is open from nine in the
morning until four in the afternoon. Students are invited to use
this service.
In addition, a snack bar is maintained in the Bookstore, providing light lunches, milk and hot drinks. The food is carefully
prepared and attractively
served.
FEES

AND EXPENSES

Cortland State Teachers College is maintained almost entirely
by the State of New York. A few minor fees are charged which
are subject to change to meet changing conditions. Living expenses must be met by the student.
The state tuition charge for out-of-state students is three hundred dollars per year, payable in two payments-one
hundred
fifty dollars at the time of registration for the fall semester and
one hundred fifty dollars at the beginning of the second semester.
The registration fee for all students is ten dollars per year payable in two payments; five dollars at the time of registration for
each semester. No refund of the state fee can be made after the
first of October or the first of March.
,A student activity fee, determined by the vote of the students
and faculty, is not identical each year. It provides for general student activities, concerts, lyceum, student publications and student organizations.
A copy of the complete budget is available
upon request. No refunds can be made after the first of October
or the first of March .
. Small deposits are required for key, locker, towel and other
equipment. These deposits are returnable
when the equipment
is surrendered at the close of the semester.
Every junior must make provision for the added expense of offcampus living during the period of practice teaching.
All students who major in physical education are required to
purchase their own personal activity and teaching equipment. An
approximate expenditure of $25.00 at the beginning of the freshman year and of $35.00 at the beginning of the sophomore year
is necessary. For freshman mea, a rental fee of $15.00 for football
protective equipment is also required for the course in elementary
football.
Each senior will pay a diploma fee of $7.50 which will include
the cost of the certificate.
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
A small number of students work in homes for room and board.
Since this type of employment is limited, students planning to
earn money this way should notify the Dean of Women as soon
as possible. Students in the physical education program must remember that many hours of physical activity are required in
addition to study hours.
The Dean of Women also maintains a list of places desiring to
employ students on a part-time basis. Students wishing part-time
employment should notify the Dean of Women, giving specific
information as to abilities and hours available for work. Students
who work outside of the college must realize that time so spent
will undoubtedly prevent carrying a full academic program and
may require extra summer sessions or even a whole semester to
finish.

LOAN FUNDS FOR STUDENTS
The college has available a limited amount of money which
may be borrowed by students who are needy and deserving. This
money has been made available to the college by gifts of alumni,
faculty members, and citizens of Cortland. Loans for emergency
purpos,es will be made to underclassmen. Upperclassmen may borrow front the fund in order to complete their cou rse at the college.
Application for a loan may be made at the Personnel Office. All
loans are made on a business-like basis; the borrower signs a
personal note which begins to bear interest three months after
the date of the note.
The Cortland County Red Cross has set aside a fund which is
available for loans to veterans who are attending college under
the regulations of the Veterans Administration.
Application for
a veteran's loan is made at the Veterans Office in the college.
These loans are limited to the amount that is due a veteran for
subsistence from the government.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Students who are holders of State scholarships may use them
in State Teachers Colleges. Such scholarsh ips pay the holders
three hundred and fifty dollars a year in two payments of seventyfive dollars each. To retain this scholarship, holders must maintain a satisfactory standard of scholarship while in college and
obey college regulations.
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LIBRARY FACILITIES

The present College library is located centrally on the second
floor or the main building. It is a rapidly growing library of 36,000
volumes, of which over 3500 titles were added during the current
college year. The library subscribes to 250 periodicals, carefully
chosen to care for the needs of the entire curriculum. The open
shelf system is used, thereby allowing faculty and students easy
access to library materials.
A special collection of over a thousand rare books and pamphlets on New York State history is available for limited use in
the Main Library stacks.
The Seminar Library, located in Room 215, offers a large collection of books on education, psychology and philosophy. It is
easily accessible for the use of student teachers and seminar
students, but is also available for the entire faculty and student
body. Here also is located the instructional
materials collection,
used extensively by methods classes and practice teachers.
The School of Practice Library is adjacent to the Main Library
reading room and contains a number of children's magazines and
over 3500 books suitable for elementary school children. A collection of books useful to teachers and to students registered in the
children's literature course is located here. This library is open
to the entire college population, as well as to pupils of the School
of Practice.
The Social Studies Reading Room, supervised by the Social
Studies Department
is located opposite the Reserve Library and
contains a basic collection of materials in history, economics and
sociology.
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Instruction in the use of library facilities is given Freshmen
during the orientation program, and later in English 101 classes.
Upperclassmen
are given instruction by arrangement
between
the faculty and the library staff.

THE COLLINS P. HUNTINGTON

CAMP

Huntington
Camp on Racquette Lake was given to the state
in 1948 for use in the Cortland State Teachers College camping
program. The gift was presented by Archer TvI. Huntington
in
memory of his father, Collins P. Huntington. The camp includes
about three hundred acres of land, three and a half miles of shore
line and eighteen buildings clustered in all area of twenty-five
acres. Several thousand acres of state-owned land surround the
camp and are presumably
available for use in the camping
program.
The acquisition of this camping area has filled a great need in
the Cortland program. The site will be used for the camping and
out-of-doors education sections of all majors of the college. Fees
are charged to make the camp self-supporting.
During the su m.mer of 1948, courses in natural science, woodcraft, astronomy, geology and ornithology were offered to the
pioneer group of campers .

•
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THE COLLEGE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE

The college schools of practice are composed of a college elementary school on the campus with grades kindergarten
to
eighth, and as many cooperating public schools in the New York
State as are needed for the number of student teachers enrolled
at the College.
The facilities of the college elementary school are used not only
for student teaching, but for the observation and participation
activities of students who are attempting to functionalize their
theories of teacher education.
The cooperating public schools in various parts of New York
State are also used by college students for the observation and
teaching of children. These schools provide also practical situations in which young teachers experience professional and community relationships. The college students in these public school
centers are supervised by the staffs of the public schools, and by
college supervisors. During the year 1949-50, the college will use
approximately
thirty public school centers in its teacher education program.
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STUDENT
HEALTH
SERVICE
Every endeavor is taken to protect the student's health while
in attendance at college by our Health Service. This service is
maintained by a full-time physician and nurse.
In as much as no infirmary or hospital beds are maintained by
the college, the primary purpose of the Health Service is to maintain proper facilities for first-aid and the treatment of patients
with minor illnesses not requiring hospitalization.
The student
does not receive total health coverage while in attendance at college; however, every effort is made to meet the needs of the
students through cooperation with local physicians in Cortland
when more intensive and prolonged care is necessary. In cases of
severe injury or acute illness, the students are hospitalized in the
local hospital under the supervision of any community physician
or surgeon of the patient's choice. These physicians work in close
cooperation with the college and its Health Service.
In addition to the treatment of injuries and illness, the Health
Service performs periodic physical check-ups and special examinations when necessary. Emphasis is placed on the control of
tuberculosis and other communicable diseases through necessary
testing procedures. Immunizations
are available when desired,
and health counseling carried out.
There is no health fee charged for the work performed by the
Health Service. However, all expenses incurred with community
physicians and hospitals (except in the case of accident) must he
borne by the student.
INSURANCE
PROGRAMS
After several years' experience it has become evident that a
compulsory accident insurance policy for college students is very
desirable. The college administration
does not require such a
policy; however, the student body itself has voted each year for
a blanket policy covering all students. This is paid out of the
student activity fee, and the cost per year has been $10.00 for
each student.
.
The policy gives coverage up to $500.00 per accident for medical, hospital, X-ray, laboratory,
and nursing expenses for all
accidents sustained by the student twenty-four hours per day, on
campus or off, from September 1st to September 1st each year.
N on-medical expenses such as cost of transportation,
telephone,
the cost of replacing broken eyeglasses, and dental treatment for
injuries to previously unsound teeth are not covered. This is
strictly an accident policy.
Policies covering medical expenses for illness and operations
not originating £rd111accidents are also highly desirable, but are
not compulsory under the student activity fee. If such coverage
is desired, it can be purchased
through any of several prepayment medical plans which are available everywhere.
Further information concerning the accident insurance policy
described is available at the Health Service of the college.
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STUDENT

GOVERNMENT

Each student upon payment of his student activity fee is a
member of the College Association, has the right to vote in student elections and is entitled to a student activity card which is
his admission to college affairs.
College affairs not academic in nature are governed by the students through the House of Delegates. Each class elects several
students and one faculty member to this body, and the faculty
elects one of its members as a representative.
The entire student
body elects the four officers of the governing body.
The House of Delegates is responsible for promoting student
welfare, passing the annual budget which supports the extracurricular program, and upholding the constitution
of the College Association. The House meets every week and meetings are
open to everyone. Students may bring their problems to the House
of Delegates through their representatives
or by appearing before the group personally.
Each student, as a citizen of Cortland State, is expected to take
an interest in college government. While extra-class in character,
college government is recognized as an essential part of the curriculum. Students should avail themselves of this opportunity for
civic experience.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

While academic courses are of prime importance, a social program is encouraged for all students of the college. This insures a
well-developed
program of both mental and social character.
From the activities offered on the campus, the student derives
much personal benefit, besides contributing
to the college and to
the community.
The Social Activities Council, composed of representatives
of
the student body, functions in the planning of a well-rounded
program of social activities. Not only does it plan and carry 'out
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the social program, but its services are available to organizations
in planning functions for the entire college. During the course of
the year, the Council conducts dances, roller skating and ice skating parties, teas, movies, picnics, coasting parties, swimming
events, games, and similar entertainments.
To further provide for the social as well as the mental development and training of each student, Cortland State Teachers College offers a well-r-ounded program of student organizations
and
activities. From these varied activities the student can find one
or more suited to his particular needs and interests. Since many
college functions Occur dur-ing the week-ends, students are encouraged to remain on the campus lest they miss the excellent
opportunities
afforded them.
Although the college urges every student to participate in some
activity or to take part in the social program, each student must
assume full responsibility
for determining the amount of participation possible-without
interference with the essential purpose
of college attendance. It is expected that freshmen, particularly,
will limit their activities so as not to interfere with academic
achievement.
Juniors and seniors will participate
more extensively if they so desire. Academic standing should not be neglected for social affairs, and if, through misjudgment, a student
forfeits such standing, it will be necessary by regulatory measures deprive him of the opportunity
for participation
in some
social activity.

HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL

SOCIETIES

Kappa Delta Pi, a national honorary society in education, was
installed by Dr. T. C. McCracken, National Executive President,
on April 20, 1945. Only juniors and seniors are eligible for membership. Qualifications
for membership in this fraternity are: a
cumulative average in all subjects of at least 2.0, approval of the
Dean of Instruction,
and vote of acceptance by the members of
the Epsilon Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi. While scholarship
is a basic qual ification , pa rtici pa tion in social acti viti es on til e
campus 15 also expected of each candidate.
The American Association of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation is the national professional
organization
which all
majors in Physical Education and Health Education are required
to join.
A local A.A..I-LP.E.R. executive board is elected by all members
each year. Th is board plans activities and programs which are of
vital interest to all students in these curricula.
The General Education Association
is designed to meet the
interests particularly
of those students preparing [or the teaching in the elementary field. The purposes of the organization are:
to stimulate educational leadership, to expand cultural interests
and activities, to promote interests in the professional educational
problems of teachers. and to promote social opportunities
among
the students in this field.
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The program of meetings is varied. Speakers of note are
brought to the campus from State Associations and from other
college campuses. Naturally many of the leaders from the Cortland staff are used for the programs. Many of the meetings terminate 'with an informal social program.

INTER-FRATERNITY

COUNCIL

Inter-fraternity
Council is responsible for regulating the activities of the various social {ratern ities on the campus. Each sorority
and fraternity is represented on the Council and has an equal voice
ill making rushing rules, regulating hours, deciding on party dates
and other questions to prevent confusion and misunderstanding.
'There are six soror-ities and two fraternities on the campus. See
page 15. These organizations,
while social in purpose, nevertheless, have made a most significant conribution to the advancement of college welfare. Each one has demonstrated
again and
again its deep interest in promoting any program or cause which
extends college wel fare.

SPECIAL-INTEREST

GROUPS

Members of the Art Service Group are generally selected because of their special art talents. They assist in creating posters
and other publicity, where use of art mediums is advantageous,
as a special service to College organizations, departments, or administration. One unit of College credit is allowed.
The major Dance Group and Junior Dance Club are composed
of general and physical education students who are interested in the
dance. Each year the dance groups compose and present a concert
which is recognized as a fine cultural contribution to the college life.
The Hilltop Masquers is a college organization
for students
and faculty who are interested in arts of the theater. Usually four
major productions a year are scheduled and many one-act plays
are staged in the community activities of neighboring towns.
Scenery is designed, constructed. painted and lighted by students. Costumes, program covers, and posters are created in cooperation with the Art Department.
Students have opportunity
to direct as well as to act, and freshmen are invited to participate
in the activities of the laboratory group.
The National Honor Dramatic Fraternity,
Delta Psi Omega
has a chapter at the college, This group has undertaken a drama
service to the high schools and central schools in this part of the
state. It has set up a lending library of the best plays available for
such groups, an information center for inquiries concerning types
of plays, equipment and supplies, and lighting effects and scenic
construction. The chapter of Delta Psi Omega also arranges for
demonstrations
and lectures. It offers all available costumes,
scenery, light equipment, and sound effects records on a lending
basis and conducts an annual conference for the directors and
members of the high school dramatic clubs.
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The Hilltop Masquers have been functioning as an organization
for sixteen years, and have presented over one hundred fine plays.
Music Activities sponsored by the Music Department include
the College Orchestra,
the College Band (both concert and
marching), the Women's Glee Club, and the Men's Glee Club.
The glee clubs occasionally unite to form a mixed chorus, and all
groups participate in public performances. In addition there may
be small ensembles, either vocal or instrumental,
as time and
talent permit. Within the last few years a vocal sextette has been
very active in providing excellent programs in the community.
These groups are all financed by the Cortland College Association
and are administered by the Music Council, a small student group
composed
of representatives
from each sponsored
musical
organization.
Frequent
opportunities
for broadcast performances,
and for
participation
in community events are given; and there are two
important musical events each year: one, the candle light service
at Christmas, and two, the Spring Concert.
The Sketch Club is made up of those who have an interest and
some talent in art. Its members engage in a wide variety of activities employing many mediums of expression. Frequently, works
of the members are exhibited in the Studio and the public invited
to attend.
Several exhibitions of professional art work are held at the
college each year under the sponsorship of this group.

SPORTS PROGRAM
It is only natural that an extensive sports and athletic program
should be conducted by the college, inasmuch as one of the curriculums of State Teachers College at Cortland exists for the
purpose of training physical education teachers. Cortland's intercollegiate schedule includes competition with other colleges and
universities in football, soccer, basketball, track, cross-country,
tennis, swimming, and other sports. All students of all majors are
invited to participate in this program. When a student decides
to tryout
for a team, it is understood that he does so with the
consent of his parents. Each year, the college medical staff gives
a complete and careful medical examination as a precautionary
measure.
In addition to the extensive intercollegiate
program, Cortland
also conducts a varied program of intra-mural
sports. Besides
those mentioned above, table and paddle tennis, six-man football,
badminton,
archery, volley ball, and similar activities are included.
Swimming at Cortland as noted elsewhere is required for two
years of all students. Those who are sufficiently proficient may
take advantage of Reel Cross Life Saving Certification.
Facilities are available for riding. Classes are conducted and a
riding club has been active. A nominal fee is required for participation in this activity.
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PUBLICATIONS
The Hilltop Press is the campus newspaper. It extends an invitation to all those who are interested in journalism and it conducts for freshmen a special class which covers all phases of
newspaper work. Despite paper shortage and the other interferences
of war, the Press' has maintained a standard of excellence recognized
by special awards from state and national press associations.
Freshmen are cordially invited to participate in the activity of
the Hilltop Press. During this year of try-out on the paper,
freshmen will receive special instruction
in journalism ; how to
conduct an interview, write a news article, draft a headline, and
many other things necessary
to achievement
to the Fourth
Estate. Freshmen who have demonstrated
accomplishment
will ~
be designated as cub reporters in the second semester. Acquitting
themselves cerclitably in this capacity will then give them their
press card. This press card is the "open sesame" in tbeworld
of
journalists. From press card holders, the editorial staff is chosen.
1'h5 staff is responsible for the determination
of the paper's policy, its format, and regular appearance on the campus.
The Didascaleion is the annual publication of the Senior Class.
For many years its appearance has been hailed as an event of
major importance. The "Did" performs a real function in the life
of the college in several ways; it launches a group of students
upon a creative and cooperative enterprise of considerable magnitude; it furnishes students with a memory book in years to
come; it affords the college a per m anen t pictorial record of its
yearly activities and personnel available from no other source.
The Frosh Bible appears each year as a student publication for
the in-coming Freshman Class. It is filled with advice and stories
of Cortland tradition. Every freshman cherishes his copy and refers to it frequently during his first year on the campus.

RELIGIOUS

LIFE

Every effort is made to protect and advance the religious life
of each student, although the college is a state institution and
non-sectarian. At the beginning of each year students are urged
to identify themselves with the local churches and to participate
in a special program for students on the third Sunday in October, which is known as State College Sunday. On that Sunday
each student is urged to select one church for attendance.
In
many churches college students will participate in the service.
Three religious clubs are included in the college social life. The
Student Christian Fellowship
is an interdenominational
club
which is working on the possibility of getting a full-time college
chaplain. The students of the Catholic faith are members of the
Newman Club which holds meetings throughout the year. Jewish
students have formed a chapter of the Intercollegiate
Zionist
Federation of America and have an active program. Members of
these organizations
meet regularly, listen to speakers and hold
discussions on religious and social problems.
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A Masquer's Production

Dance Interpretation
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ColJege Gym Team

Skill Development
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CORTLAND ALUMNI
In 1943 a new alumni office was opened at the college with
Miss Bessie Park, Cortland '01, as the executive secretary. Miss
Park retired in 1945 and Mrs. Carl A. Winchell (Eileen Maher
'12) became the Alumni Secretary of Cortland State Teachers
College.
The Alumni Association publishes an excellent quarterly magazine which carries alumni news, campus news, general college
plans and items selected to interest those who have known Cortland and desire its success. Subscription to the magazine is two
dollars annually.
The annual dues in the Alumni Association are one dollar; Life
membership
ten dollars; sustaining
membership
one hundred
dollars ($10.00 per year for ten years) or eighty dollars in one
payment.
All students at the college, after six weeks attendance, are considered potential members of the College Alumni Association.
Student memberships are $1.25 a semester; the $10.00 paid in by
the last semester of the senior year automatically enrolls such a
student as a life member in the Alumni Association. A refund is
made if the student leaves college before the end of the first
semester.
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SCHOLASTIC

SYSTEM

STANDARDS
The unit of credit is the semester hour, which is earned by' one
recitation per week for one semester. Two hours laboratory or
three hours physical education activity count one hour of credit.
Each hour of credit other than laboratory or activity requires
two hours preparation.
,
Scholarship standards are stated in terms of quality points.
The operation of the quality point plan is hest explained through
reference to the following possihle record of a freshman for his
first semester at the college;
Periods
Credit
Subject
per week hours
English
3
3
Child and Curriculum
1.
5
4
Introduction to Science
__
5
3
3
History of Civilization
__
3
Art Essentials
3
2
Music Essentials
3
2
A (90-100) gives three quality points per credit hour
B (80-90) gives two quality points per credit hour
C (70-79) gives one quality point per credit hour
D (60-69) gives no quality points
E (below 60) is failing, no quality points

Grades

earned
C
B
A
D
C
D

Quality
points

earned
3
8
9

o
2
o

With the quality point allowances for each letter grade now
in mind, reference to the sample scholarship record given will
reveal how the quality points for that semester were determined.
Since a C rating allows one quality point for each credit hour
taken, the C in English yielded the student three quality points
for that course. Since a B rating allows two quality points for
each of the credit hours of that quality of work, the B in Child
Development yielded 8 quality points. In the same way, Introduction to Science yielded nine quality points; History of Civilization, no points; Art, two points; Music, no points. A total of
twenty-two quality points was earned for the semester's work, or a
C average.
The minimum scholarship standard for graduation is an average of C. There should be an average of sixteen hours and at
least sixteen points earned. Quality points are cumulative, and
students who fall helow the required cumulative total for successive semesters are warned. If the deficiency continues, the
student is placed on prohation. The college does not encourage
students to prepare for teaching who are content to attain merely
the minimum standard. Placement in the professional field upon
graduation
is largely dependent upon demonstrated
scholastic
ahility.
ACADEMIC
HONORS
Honors will be awarded at the end of each semester. The
honors will be awarded on the basis of the grades received for
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the semester's work. High honors will be awarded to students
having grades averaging 2.5 and above. Honors will be awarded
to students having average grades from 2.0 to 2.4. Honors will be
awarded to members of the senior class at the end of the fourth
year based upon the cumulative record grades [or four years of
work. An average of 2.0 to 2.49 will be awarded cum laude. An
average of 2.5 will be awarded magna cum laude. Special honors,
summa cum laude, may be awarded to students with average
grades distinctly above 2.75 by special vote of the faculty.
In cases of transfer, credit is computed as follows: (1) If
transferred credit is less than thirty hours, the transferred grade
\NiH be simply passed or failed and will be disregarded in computing figures for honors. (2) If the credit transferred is more
than thirty hours, the work transferred 'will be included at the
grade transferred.
(3) Students who transfer three years' credit
will not be eligible for honors unless their record prior to coming
to Cortland is honor work and h0110r work is done after transferring to Cortland. (4) Military service credit will be accredited
for graduation but will not be computed for honor points.

WITHDRAWAL

AND TRANSCRIPTS

Withdrawal
from the college should be as carefully handled
by the student as matriculation. If it is found necessary to leave
college, the student should immediately check all obligations,
return all material and request an honorable dismissal from his
Dean of Instruction. It is surprising how many occasions arise
in which neglectful students later desire a transcript
of the
record or a letter of recommendation. Such requests are futile if
the records have not been officially closed.
The college, all the other hand, is glad to supply a transcript
providing all conditions have been met. It is customary to pro~
vide one copy of the record free. Subsequent requests for a
transcript should be accompanied by a check or money order
for one dollar.
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GRADUATE

DIVISION

EXTENSION
SUMMER SESSION
CURRICULA

LEADING

TO THE

MASTERS

DEGREE

The degree of Master of Education is granted for advanced
work in the respective fields of General Education, Physical Education, Recreation Education, and Health Education. Since the
degree is designed primarily for teachers in service, the graduate program is offered through off-campus extension, on-campus
extension, and summer session work. The equivalent of one academic year or 32 semester hours is required for the degree of
Master of Education.
The graduate program in General Education
is divided into
two sections: (A) Professional Education and (B) Cultural Education. Each candidate for the masters degree is required to
complete 14 to 18 semester hours in each section for a total of 32
semester hours.
The graduate program in the respective fields of Health Education, Physical Education, and Recreation Education is divided
into three sections: (A) the Field of Specialization in which 10
to 12 semester hours will be required; (B) Related Field Study
in which from 8 to 10 semester hours are necessary; and (C)
Cultural Education for 8 to 12 semester hours. In addition to
thirty hours required in the above sections, the student will fulfill a two semester hour requirement of tutorial study under the
direction of an adviser.
Matriculation for the degree is subject to the successful completion of a minimum of 6 hours of graduate study at this College, and approval by the Graduate Committee.
A total of eight semester hours may be taken in off-campus
extension courses. One course may be taken by a regularly employed teacher in off-campus extension during a semester. No
more than eight semester hours may be transferred from a recognized graduate school. Graduate Credit which is to be transferred
to Cortland must be approved by the Graduate Committee of the
college. It is advisable, therefore, to arrange for such study in
advance. A student load of six hours during the six-week summer
session is recommended;
students of proven ability may be permitted to carry eight hours. Of the 32 semester hours required
for the degree, 17 must be of HA" or "E" grade. A grade of "D'
will not be counted for credit toward the degree.
The credit to be offered for the degree of Master of Eclucation
must, as a rule, be completed within six years from the date of
matriculation.
Ten dollars per semester hour of credit is the uniform fee
charged for graduate study. A matriculation
fee of ten dollars
will be paid when the student receives notice of his acceptance
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by the Graduate Committee. Special fees are charged for certain
laboratory courses.
For graduate courses offered and additional information concerning advanced work, write the Director, Graduate Division,
State Teachers College at Cortland. A graduate bulletin is available upon request.
INTENSIVE
TRAINING
GRADUATES

PROGRAM

FOR

COLLEGE

In addition to the regular Graduate Curricula described in the
preceding section, the college offers an Intensive Training Program for graduates of recognized colleges who did not specialize
in teaching in their undergraduate
study but who now wish to
teach in an elementary school of the state. This program consists
of three summers of study in professional education for teachers
plus a fourth unit of study arranged by the college so that the
student may qualify for the Master of Education degree. The
regulations
concerning residence and matriculation
as stated
above also apply to the Intensive Training Program. The Graduate Committee of the college is the governing body for candidacy
for the masters degree in the Intensive Training Program.
The Intensive Training Program is designed primarily to help
meet the shortage of elementary school teachers. A college graduate may accept a teaching position provided he begins study in
this Intensive Training Program the summer the teaching begins.
The State Education Department will give the candidate temporary certification to teach in the elementary schools.
For further information, write to the college.
CORTLAND

EXTENSION

COURSES

Extension courses are provided for students and teachers who
are working and at the same time wish to study to complete their
undergraduate
degree or to continue study toward their masters
degree. The courses offered are arranged with local school systems and are designed to meet the needs and wishes of the teachers in that particular area. Any group of teachers who wish to
have the college consider establishing an extension center in their
area may write to the Director of Extension at the college.
During the past year extension courses have been given at
Binghamton, Endicott, Auburn, Cortland, Owego, and Elmira.
Courses have covered a wide range of subject matter-from
The
Organization
of Society to The Use of Radio in the Schools. It is
the aim and purpose of the college to provide study and stimulation in both academic and professional fields not only on the
campus at Cortland but in educational centers in the central
New York area.
SUMMER

SESSION

The summer session at Cortland has now become an established part of the regular school program. Two sessions are main-
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tained. The accelerated session is for undergraduates
attending
during the year and aiming to complete the four-year course in
three years. This program permits the earning of 10 credits
through 8 weeks attendance.
The six week session starts at the same date as the accelerated
but closes at the end of six weeks instead of eight.
The summer session is designed to meet the following needs:

1. Required courses for former graduates
2.
3.
4.

S.
6.
7.

now seeking the bachelors degree, both General Education and Physical Education.
Required courses for the masters degree in Elementary Education, Health Education, and Physical Education.
Refresher courses in the General Elementary Education field
for graduates of this and other colleges.
Refresher courses in Health and Physical Education: Activities-athletics,
gymnastics, dancing, swimming.
Methods and materials
in planning the physical fitness
program.
Courses in Health Teaching:
Courses in both content and methods organized to help
teachers prepare themselves for health education instruction.
Required professional courses for School Dental Hygienist
certificate.
Courses designed to prepare for Camping Education and the
recreation field.
Address requests for information to:
Director of the Summer Session
State Teachers College
Cortland, New York

OUTLINES OF CURRICULA
INTRODUCTORY

STATEMENT

The five pages following present the outlines of curricular offerings mentioned on page 9. While many courses are common
to all majors, the organization of the courses within the majors
is often varied to suit the needs of the particular field.
The names and numbers in the outline make it possible to
identify the course descriptions presented in the section following. The bachelor's degree is granted upon the completion of the
requirement.
The Physical Education,
Health and Recreation
majors receive the Bachelor of Science in Education degree. The
General Elementary Education and the Science Majors receive the
Bachelor of Education degree.
ELECTIVES
Election by advisement
a field. All course titles

is a term used to signify election within
bearing the single asterisk are of this
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nature. After consulting the department
heads concerned; the
student may select from a variety of offerings the particular
course within the field which best meets his need and interest; for
example, every student is required to take twenty-one hours of
English. Of this number, twelve are basic courses-thus
leaving
nine electives upon advisement
by the English staff. These
courses may be chosen from a number that are offered. Elsewhere there is a more detailed description of the various courses.
In advising individual students, members of the faculty seek
always to provide for the individual needs of each student and to
give an opportunity
{or each student to explore new fields of
learning that seem interesting.
Free elective is self explanatory. All students have an opportunity to elect, dependent upon his major, a certain number of
courses in whatever fields of learning he desires. These courses
are devised especially to help each student pursue his O\'\'11 iudividual interests and to provide a more detailed and specific study
than could possibly be given in the basic courses required of
everyone.
Certain technical electives also are permitted to the Physical
Education and to the Health majors. This term indicates that the
election must be within the technical course of the particular field.
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GENERAL

ELEMENTARY

EDUCATION

FRESHMAN
First Semester

CURRICULUM

YEAR
Second Semester

Hours
Child Development
(Ed.
102)
3
Composition, Oral (Eng.
102)
3
Community Health (HP
206)
2
"Music Essentials (Music
102)
2
Introduction to Math (Math
101)
3
Biology (Sci. 103)....................
3
Physical Education Activities
__
1

Hours
Child Development
(Ed.
101)
Composition, Written (Eng.
101)
Personal Health (HP 307)....
Backgrounds of Music Literature (Music 101}._........
Art Essentials (Art 101)
Introduction to Science
(Sci. 101)
Physical Education Activities
__

3
3
3
2
2
3
1

17

17
SOPHOMORE

Second Semester

First Semester

Hours
Child & Curriculum II (Ed.
202
3
"Composition, Oral (Eng.
202)
_.......... 3
American History II (Soc.
St. 202)
3
Geography I (Soc. St. 101).... 3
Crafts (Art 201)
2
Physical Education Theory
(PE 303)
2
Physical Education Activities __
__
I

Hours
I (Ed.

Child & Curriculum
201)
"Composition, Written (Eng.
201)
..
American History I (Soc. St.
201)
Earth Science (Sci. 501)........
*Mathematics
Physical Education Activities

YEAR

__

4
3

3
3
3
1

17

17
JUNIOR

Second Semester

First Semester
Practice Teaching
(Interchangeable
with
second semester)

YEAR
Hours
"Social Studies
3
"'Health or Physical Education
_...........
2
Elementary Problems (Ed.
302)
2
Introduction to Literature
(Eng. 301)
3
*Music
2
Elective
_.......... 5

Hours
__ 15
the

17
SENIOR

Second Semester

First Semester
"Social Studies
__
"Literature
Sequence Seminar I
(Ed. 401)
"Science
_
*Art
Elective

* Elective

YEAR

Hours
3
__
;)

"Social Studies
*Literature
Sequence Seminar II
(Ed. 402)
*Fine Arts
__
Elective

3
_.... 3
2
2

Hours
3

3
3
2
_....... 5
16

16
by Advisement
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GENERAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
WITH SCIENCE MAJOR
FRESHMAN

YEAR

First Semester

Second Semester

Hours
Child Development (Ed. 101) 3
Composition (Written)
(Eng. 101)
3
Personal Health (HP 307).... 3
Backgrounds of Music Lit
(Music 101)
.. 2
Mathematics (Math. 101)
. 3
Earth Science (Sci. 501)
. 3
Physical Educ. Activities
. I

Hours
Child Development (Ed. 102) 3
Composition (Oral)
(Eng. 102)
3
Art Essentials (Art. 101)...... 2
Music Essentials (Mus. 102) 2
Physics I (Sci. 207)................ 3
Human Biology (Sci. 204).... 3
Physical Educ. Activities......
1

18

17

SOPHOMORE

YEAR

First Semester

Second Semester
Hours

Child and Curriculum
(Ed. 201)
*Composition (Written)
(Ed. 20l)
American History I
(Soc. St. 201)........................
*Mathematics
Chemistry I (Sci. 105)..........
Biology I (Sci. 103)...............
Physical Educ. Activities......

Hours
Science and Health Methods
(Sci. 202)
3
"Composition (Oral) (Eng.
202)
3
Geography I (Soc. St. 101).. 3
American History II
(Soc. St. 202)........................ 3
Physical Education Theory
(PE 303)
3
Physics II (Sci. 208)
3
Physical Educ. Activities...
1

4
4
3
3
3
3
1

19
**Outdoor Science at Raquette
Lake (Sci. 706).................... 4

19

JUNIOR

YEAR
Second Semester

First Semester
Hours
Elementary Problems
(Ed. 302)
Intra. to Literature
(Eng. 401)
Sociology (Soc. St. 30l)
Crafts (Art 201)
Biology II (Sci. 203)
Chemistry II (Sci. 205)

Hours
Practice

Teaching

.....

15

2
. 3
. 3
. 2
.. 3
. 3
18
SENIOR

Hours

Hours
Sequence Seminar (Ed. 401).. ~
»Literature
3
*English
3
"Social Studies
_.............. 3
"Science
_...........
3

* Elective by Advisement
** To be taken in Summer

YEAR
Second Semester

First Semester

Science Seminar (Sci. 402)
"Social Studies
Community Health
(lIP 206)
*Arts
Elective _..'_._
_............

.

3
3

2
2

3
13

15

Session at the College Camp
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CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN

IN PHYSICAL
AND HEALTH

YEAR

EDUCATION

SOPHOMORE

Hours
Child Development (Ed. 101102)
__
_. 6
Intra. to Teaching (Ed. HP
101-102)
__ __
2
Composition (Written, Oral)
(Eng. 101-102) .......... __........ 6Personal Health (HiP 307).... 3
Physical Educ. Activities...... 6
Anatomy & Physiology I
(Sci. 102)
__
3
Biology (Sci. 103)....................
3
Chemistry I (or II) Sci. 105
(205)
3
**Camp Leadership Training
(PE 202)
__ 4

YEAR

Hours
General Methods (Ed. 203).. 2
Health Ed. Methods (Ed.
HE 206) ........ ..__
...... _...... __. 2
Physical Ed. Methods (Ed.
PE 206)
__
_ 2
"Composition (Written, Oral)
(Eng. 201-202) __
..__
....__..... __
. 6
Music for Physical Ed.
Teachers (Music 203)........ 2
Community Health 1 (HP
206)
2
Anatomy & Physiology II
(Sci. 201) ....__
....__......__.......... 3
Applied Anatomy (HP 204) 2
Physical Educ. Activities.i.c. 5
Bacteriology (Sci. 104).......... 3
Physics (Sci. 207)
3

36
JUNIOR

32

YEAR

SENIOR

Hours
History & Principles of Ed.
(Ed. HP 303)_......... __
.... .. 2
Practice Teaching (Ed. FE
304)
__.__
8
Tests & Measurements I
(Math. 301) ..__........ "." ...
2
Safety & First Aid (HP 202) 2
Atypical Child (HP 301).
3
Methods in Competitive
Sports (HP 305) ....
....__.. 2
Physical Inspection (HP
306)
__
:
_..__
2
Orgn. & Admn. of Pub. Seh.
(HP 308)
__
2
Physical Educ. Activities...... 3
Community Recreation (HP
304) __
..__
..__......... __
..__
...... __
....... 3
Sociology (Soc. 51. 301).
3

* Elective by Advisement

** To be taken

YEAR

Hours
Crafts (Art 201)
2
Mental & Emotional Health
(HP 407) . __
2
Orgn. & Admn. of PE & HE
(HP 401~2)
__
_ 4
Orgn. & Admn. Seminar
(HP 403)
_
2
Physiology of Exercise (HP
405)
__. 2
Tests & Measurements II
(HP 406)
2
American History & Govt.
(Soc. St. 201-2)
6
*English
3
"Social Studies ..
3
*Physical Ed. Technical Elect. 6

32

32

in Summer Session at the College Camp
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CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN

IN HEALTH

EDUCATION

SOPHOMORE

YEAR

YEAR

Hours
General Methods (Ed. 203).. 2
Health Ed. Methods (Ed.
HE 206)
2
*Composition (Writ., Oral)
(Eng. 201-202) .
6
"Elective (Fine Arts)...........
2
Orgn. & Admn. Sch. Health
Prog. (HP 201).
2
Nutrition I-II (HP 203)
4
Anatomy & Physiology II
(Sci. 201)
3
Applied Anatomy (HP 204) 2
Family & Child Care (HP
208)
2
*Elective Technical HE...
2
Physical Educ. Activities..
2
Chemistry II (Sci. 205) "".
3

Hours
Child Development (Ed. ioi102)
6
Intra. to Teaching (Ed. HP
101.. 102)
2
Composition (Written, Oral)
(Eng. 101-102) ...
6
*Elcctive (Fine Arts)
_.... 2
Community Health (HP 206) 2
Personal Health (HP 307)..
3
Physical Educ. Activities ..... 2
Anatomy & Physiology I
(Sci. 102)
3
Biology (SCI 103)
3
Chemistry I (SCI. 105)....
3

32

32
JUNIOR

SENIOR

YEAR

* Elective

YEAR

Hours
Human Growth & Dev. (HE
401)
3
Health Counseling (HP 404) 2
Mental & Emotional Health
(HP 407)
2
Community Health II (HP
408)
2
Orgn. & Admn. Seminar
(HP 409)
2
Physiology of Exercise (HP
405)
..
2
American History I & II
(Soc. St. 201..2)
6
*Social Studies .......
3
"Cultural ....
..........
7
Elective Free
.
3

Hours
Hist. & Prin. of Educ. (Ed.
HP 303)
2
Practice Teaching (Ed. HE
304)
8
*Elective (English)
.....
3
"Elective (Technical HE)...... 4
Tests & Meas. I (Math. 301) 2
Safety & First Aid (HP 202) 2
Atypical Child (HP 301)........ 3
Orgn. & Admn. of Public
Schools (HP 308)................
2
Bacteriology (Sci. 104)
3
Sociology (Soc. St. 301)..
3

32

32
by Advisement
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CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN

IN RECREATION

EDUCATION

SOPHOMORE

YEAR

Hours
Psychology: Educational, Social (Ed. RE 101-102)..
6
Philosophy of Play & Recreat.
(Ed. RE 105)
6
Composition (VI/rit., Oral)
(Eng. 101-102)
6
Art Essentials (Art 101)..
3
Personal Health (I-IP 307)..
3
Out of Doors Ed. & Camp eRE
106)
2
Biology (Sci. 103)............
3
Applied Physical Sci. (Sci. 106) 3
Activities (Recreation)
5

YEAR

Hours
Recreation Educ. Methods
(Ed. RE 205).. .
2
Journalism-Dramatics
(Eng.
201-202)
6
Crafts (Art 201) .. __
2
Backgrounds
in Music (Mus.
101)
2
Safety & First Aid (HP 202)..
2
Activities (Recreation)
6
Community Recreation (HP
304)
3
Earth Science (Sci. 501)......
3
Sociology (Soc. St. 301)..
3
The Community (Soc. St. 311) 3
32

33
**Camp Leadership
(PE 202)
JUNIOR

Training
4
YEAR

SENIOR

YEAR

Hours
Folk Literature (Eng. 606) ..... 3
Tests & Meas. I (Math. 301) .. 2
Recreat. for the Atypical (RE
514)
2
Orgn. & Admn. of (om111. Rec.
Prog. (RE 407-8)
6
Orgn. & Admn. of Camp (RE
412)
2
Orgn. & Admn. Seminar (RE
409)
2
American Hist. & Govt. (Soc.
St. 201-202)
6
Labor & Iudust. Relat. (Soc.
St. 620)
3
Adult Educ. & Group Dynamics
(Soc. St. 401)
3
Electives
5

Hours
Field Work-Praeticum
(Ed.
RE 304)
16
Dram. Production (Eng. 613).. 3
Constr. & Repair of Rec. Equip.
(RE 515)
2
Activities (Recreation) ..
2
Field Studies (Sci. 505)..
3
Social Problems (Soc. St. 501) 3
Elective ....._.......
4

33

34

**To be taken at College camp in Summer Session.
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DESCRIPTION
KEY TO NUMBERING
Courses are numbered
101, 102
201, 202
301, 302
401. 402
500--599
600-699
700-799
800--899

OF

COURSES

SYSTEM
according

to the following plan:

For freshmen, first and second semesters respectively
For sophomores, first and second semesters respectively
For juniors, first and second semesters respectively
For seniors, first and second semesters respectively
Electives for sophomores, juniors, or seniors
Electives for juniors and seniors only
Electives for seniors and graduates
Graduate Students only

ART
Mr. H. Kenyon
Miss Mary E. Harding
Mrs. Willis D. Birch

Stell, Chairman
Mr. James W. Timmins
Mr. Marshall S. Kuhn

Art Essentials, Art 101

2 semester hours

This course is designed to acquaint the student with a knowledge of art
principles involving design and color, and to demonstrate their application
to daily living. The use of various art media helps to develop technical skill.
Arts and Crafts, Art 201

2 semester hours

The aim of this course is to develop a knowledge of possible craft materials, and then to learn the processes involved in using them. Pottery making,
weaving, basketry, leather tooling, metal working, or block printing and
bookbinding are employed with emphasis upon the possibility of their use
for either child or adult situations.
History and Appreciation

of Art, Art 500

2 semester hours

With a study of the art products of various cultures as a background, an
effort is made to show their relationship to contemporary art forms. Not
only painting, sculpture, and architecture, but glass, furniture, and many
other phases of art are considered. Special effort is made to point out their
functions in making art more meaningful to children. Slides, lectures, and
trips or displays are supplementary aids to the course.
Poster Art, Art 501

2 semester hours

As a technical course students receive a basic knowledge of poster design.
Through the use of various media, they are able to discover the endless possibilities for poster work in the many varied school situations.
Elementary

Drawing and Painting, Art 502

2 or 3 semester hours

For those who desire to know more about principles of good drawing and
color, this course offers an opportunity for the development of skills through
actual practice. Basic composition of line and mass are studied along with
painting in several media.
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Introduction to Elementary School Art, Art 503
3 semester hours
In an effort to meet the needs of the teacher who would like to become
better acquainted with art materials this course is offered. A general philosophy of art teaching, together with planning and projects for different grade
levels, and general organization of materials, are discussed. It is designed
to familiarize the teacher with many of the art problems which may arise
in the classroom.
Interior Decoration, Art 504
In furnishing and decorating a home, this course
of line, color, and pattern-assisting
in the selection
Trips to various places of art interest, numerous
together with individual reports on related subjects

3 semester hours
helps interpret problems
of functional equipment.
illustrations and slides,
add much to the course.

Advanced Arts and Crafts, Art 505
2 semester hours
Using the fundamental techniques acquired in beginning arts and crafts,
students are encouraged to develop the use of craft materials to a higher
degree. The potter's wheel, cast ceramic pieces, jewelry making, new weaving patterns, or experimentation in creative wood or plastic projects are
merely suggestive of the unlimited possibilities of the course.
History of Crafts, Art 601
3 semester hours
Showing how man has developed the use of tools and materials, students
are encouraged to design and plan many types of crafts. Accent is placed
upon the development of processes from the more simple methods to those
of today.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Mr. Maxwell G. Park, Chairman
Miss Louise M. Abernethy
Mr. Stanley M. Metzger
Mr. Franklin E. Coolidge
Mr. Walter E. Mulholland
Mr. Leo C. Fay
Mr. Robert B. Norris
Miss Mary G. Gay
Miss Alice A. Pierce
Mr. Clifton A. McWilliams
Miss Dorothy C. Shenk
Miss Linda C. Smith
The purpose of the Professional Sequence of the curriculum in general
elementary education is to develop those attitudes, skills and know ledges
which are essential in classroom teaching and in the professional life of the
teacher. The Sequence involves thirty-six semester hours of work which is
continuous throughout the four-year program, as indicated in the area
descriptions noted on the following pages. Each area of the Sequence must
be completed before work is done in a succeeding area.
Child Development, Education 101
3 semester hours
During the first semester of the Freshman year the student makes systematic studies of children. These studies relate to the physical, mental, social
and emotional nature of children at the various age levels of development.
Students utilize the observation and guidance facilities which the college
elementary school and community provide for working with and studying
children.
Child Development, Education 102
3 semester hours
During the second semester of the Freshman year special emphasis is
given to the study of child behavior, learning, and evaluation techniques
which teachers use in appraising the development of the child in the various
phases of his school program, and in his personality growth. The beginning
teacher should understand the developmental nature of the "child as a
person" before and while he studies the child's curriculum experiences in the
second year of the college program.
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The Child and His Curriculum, Education 201 and 202
7 semester hours
The work of the Sophomore year of the Professional Sequence emphasizes
the development of the child through his curriculum experiences. During
this phase of the Sequence, the student becomes acquainted with materials,
methods and techniques which make for efficient child learning.
The student spends a portion of his time directing the learning activities
of children in the college elementary school, in cooperating public schools,
and/or in community agencies which form a part of the public school program. This participation in teaching activities is designed to integrate the
student's theory with practice and to provide opportunity for the student to
determine his aptitudes in the field of teaching.
Practice Teaching, Education 301
15 semester hours
One semester of the Junior year is devoted to fu1ltime teaching. (Half of
the Juniors teach the first semester and the other half the second semester.)
The two halves of the semester are given to teaching in different grade and
school situations. A few students teach one term in the college elementary
school, however, most of the students do their teaching in the public schools
throughout the State. The student has experience in planning and exercising
all of the responsibilities of teaching, and in having his work evaluated by
experienced supervisors.
Education Organization and Administration, Education 302 2 semester hours
During the semester of the Junior year when the student is not teaching,
he pursues various problems of school organization and administration. He
also studies and participates in the organization and activities of teachers'
associations, and the "activities of the teacher in community life. This area of
the Professona! Sequence is concerned primarily with the work and life of
the teacher outside of the classroom. Formerly called Elementary Problems.
History and Principles of Education, Education HP 303
2 semester hours
This course is designed to convey a series of concepts in education which
will be of direct and lasting benefit in the development of a philosophy of
education. As the teaching world continues to grow toward a commonly
accepted professional status, it behooves teachers to keep ahead of that
development and to prepare themselves, culturally and professionally to
furnish progressive leadership in achieving that goal.
Professional Sequence Seminar, Education 401-402
6 semester hours
The function of the Education Sequence Seminar is to provide opportunity
for the Senior student to appraise his abilities as a teacher and to develop
himself better in those phases of teacher responsibility in which he personally recognizes unusual interest or need.
The work of the Seminar is primarily of an individual nature, although
common student needs may sometimes be met better through group work.
A cumulative record is kept of the student's professional abilities and needs.
as shown through- his college program, and all facilities of the college arc
available for meeting the needs of the student. Consultation services which
the student may need may be arranged by the director of the seminar.
Guidance in the Elementary School, Education 501
3 semester hours
This course centers around two recently recognized needs in elementary
education: first, the increasing awareness by educators that effective guidance at the secondary level is conditioned to a large degree by the personnel
and adjustment work done in the elementary schools and, second, the increasing concern within the elementary school itself of meeting the needs
of the whole child including his personality development and social adjustment. Specifics include: the evaluation and use of standardized tests, the
lise of guidance records, guiding the exceptional child, the use of leisure,
growing up vocationally, and such other topics as are indicated by the problems presented by the members of the class.
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Reading Problems in the Elementary School,
2 semester hours
Education 502
This is a basic course in developmental and corrective reading. It includes
reading readiness, goals of reading instruction, initial reading experiences,
appraisal of reading needs, directed reading activities, phonics, structural
analysis, and differentiation of instruction. There will be lectures and
demonstrations.
Current Trends and Developments in Child Psychology,
2 semester hours
Education 503
The primary aim of the course is to portray the best in current thought on
child psychology and to make applications therefrom to local school problems. The course will include such elements as recent studies in child growth,
the study of emotional and educational development, and an evaluation of
the several phases of child growth and behavior.
The course is designed for experienced teachers who are conversant with
child study literature.
Care, Selection and Use of Audio-Visual Aids,
Education 602
This course is planned to help teachers develop an
functions of visual education materials; td aid in the
in the preparation, use and care of visual instructional
duce a familiarity with sources of such instructional

2 semester hours
understanding of the
development of skills
materials; and to proaids.

Trends in Public School Education, Education 701*
2 semester hours
In this course the student will study the development trends in education,
including: the objectives of education; extending education to all; the Iunctionaliz ed and differentiated curriculum of the school; modern organization
of the school; equipment, administration and support of education; democracy in the schools; public relations; educational publicity; equalizing educational opportunities in the state and nation; teacher selection, preparation
and in-service growth; the outdoor school; professional organization and
leadership of school personnel. The staff will be composed of leaders in the
various areas of education.
Utilizing School and Community Relationships and
2 semester hours
Resources, Education 702*
A study will be made of the relationship of our schools to life, including:
the community objectives of education; educational resources of the community; the educational agencies of the community; school and community
relations; school trips into the community; bringing the community to the
school; the school as a community center; community life of youth; service
projects; community survey; teacher's role in the community; evaluation
of school and community relationships. This course will be planned as a
forum, with a number of leaders in the special fields of study.
Educational Psychology. Recreation Education 101
3 semester hours
This is a basic course covering the areas of growth (physical, emotional,
intellectual and social); learning (motivation, problem solving, transfer of
training, etc.) : individual differences and measurement (nature and causes
of individual differences, techniques of evaluation); guidance (practical guidance for teachers).
Social Psychology, Recreation Education 102
3 semester hours
A course designed to study the interaction of factors which produce personality: biological, psychological, and social. This is a borderline course
between sociology and psychology which attempts to relate and integ-rate
the knowledge from each field which bears upon the process of personality
development. Topics include socialization, human nature, individuality,
social interaction, leadership, and the social psychology of selected social
institutions and of social conflicts.
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ENGLISH
Mr. Paul Combs
Mr. Phillip Jennison
Miss Mary Meek

Mr. Wright Thomas, Chairman
Mrs. Olla G. Rickett
Mrs. Mary Noble Smith
Mr. Carleton Saunders
Mr. Newell W. Sawyer
Mr. Homer Scott
Mrs. Marion Thompson

Written Composition, English 101
3 semester hours
A course in reading and writing. Correctness of form is a major consideration, The techniques of the research paper are studied.
Speech, English 102
3 semester hours
A practice course in speech communication. Emphasis is upon: collection,
selection, and arrangement of material; evaluation of opinion; and development of ease and assurance in speaking.
Written Composition, English 201
3 semester hours
An individual laboratory course in the problems of written expression.
Experimental writing in various types of prose, such as essay, biography,
book review, feature articles.
Students are advised to select sections consistent with their ability and
interests.
Under guidance of the instructor students are to elect anyone of the
following;
Creative Writing, English 201 A
3 semester hours
Each student makes an individual study for four weeks of the works and
the artistic development of his favorite author. His findings may take the
form of a report and discussion in class and the written form of biographical
essays, criticism, feature articles, or book reviews. In the remainder of the
course he studies the craft of fiction. poetry. and essay, and is allowed complete freedom in his choice of tile forms of writing he will try.
Journalism, English 201 B
3 semester hours
Experimental writing in terrhs of newspaper style and technique, covering the various types of material found in the average paper. The college
newspaper furnishes in part an opportunity for practical application of the
principles studied.
Reading and Writing Practice, English 201 C
An individualized laboratory course in the general problems of written
expression. Experimental writing in such various types of prose as essay,
biography. book review, feature articles. For those who should continue the
regular 201 program.
Composition Improvement, English 201 D
Students who have shown special difficulty in their wrrtmg may be required to choose this course, where further practice will be afforded according to individual needs.
Speech, English 202*
This semester of speech includes practice in recording and the use of the
public address system for all qualified students. Students may elect, with
the advice of their instructors, anyone of the following;
Acting, English 202 A
Principles of characterization. Includes practice in voice and articulation
for dramatics: application of speech techniques to radio drama and pantomimic interpretation. The student is given opportunity to portray a variety
of characters in classroom and public performances.
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Forensics, English 202 B
Study of the techniques of persuasion. A course for the advanced speaker
including formal debate, parliamentary procedure, radio forum and other
forms of public address. Students are expected to accept off-campus speaking engagements.
Radio Speech, English 202 C (former Radio and P.A. Speaking 616)
Art and techniques of all phases of program performance, including announcing, interviewing, extemporaneous and impromptu descriptions, newscasting and radio speaking. Extensive use of the tape recorder and the public
address system. Opportunity to audition for college programs over stations
WKRT and WKRT-FM.
Voice and Articulation, English 202 D
Scheduled for those who can profit by a varied range of experience in
speech communication. Special attention is given to the social and professional needs of the student. Includes intensive practice in analysis of the
recorded voice, for improvement in phrasing, vigor, quality of diction and
variety. For those who should continue the regular 202 program.
Speech Improvement, English 202 E
Students may be advised by the department to register for this individualized course. Guidance, criticism, and laboratory practice is afforded the student with special voice or articulatory problems. Every effort is made to
develop in the student assurance and effectiveness in speech.
Introduction to Literature, English 301 (Former Eng. 401) 3 semester hours
A general introduction to literary criticism and appreciation through the
medium of literary types as found in both American and English literatures.
Drama, essay, narrative and lyric poetry are included.
Speech Re-education, English 601*
3 semester hours
Designed for the classroom teacher so that he may recognize functional
handicaps of speech and be able to help the child improve his ability in the
speaking situation.
Parliamentary Procedure, English 602*'
1 semester hour
An intensive course in the standard form for the conduct of business meetings. Practice in committee procedure. presentation of reports, construction
of constitutions and by-laws and consideration of the variations from standard practice. Hours to be arranged at the convenience of the students
enrolled.
American Literature, English 603'1:
3 semester hours
A survey of the more important periods and movements of American
literature. Emphasis is placed on those factors which particularly reflect
American life and thought.
Contemporary Literature, English 604*'
3 semester hours
A general survey of literary styles of this g-eneration, both English and
American. The purpose of the course is to develop a better understanding
of contemporary technique and form, both conventional and radical, as a
reflection of the changing thought and life of the twentieth century. Elective
for general education.
English Literature, English 605*
3 semester hours
A survey of English literature. The course is planned to acquaint the
student with the literary tradition, and to stimulate a permanent interest in
good literature.
Folk Literature of New York State, English 606*
3 semester hours
A course stressing such material as ballads; tall tales; the lore of lumbermen, "canawler s," "injun fighters," and whalers; proverbial sayings; place
names; and play-party games for the folk.
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\

Contemporary Drama, English 607*
A comparative
of both countries

study of English
are studied.

3 semester hours

and American

drama.

Major

The Short Story, English 608*'

playwrights

3 semester hours

A course covering representative
writers fr0111the middle of the nineteenth
century to the present day. Material is examined for construction and style,
as well as for its historical contribution.
Biography of Today, English 609':'
A course designed
entire works,
the student's

to bring

3 semester hours

the student

with the newer forms
reading interests.

in touch,

of biography.

through

Tile purpose

Contemporary Poetry, English 610::1

and

3 semester hours

An investigation
of the varying forms and modes,
of 20th century English and American
verse.

traditional

History

Fiction

of New York State as Recorded
English
ei i»

excerpts

is to broaden

in Historical

and radical,

3 semester

hours

An examination
of the body of fiction written in or about New York State
insofar as it throws light upon the history of the state. Literary qualities are
also considered.
Contemporary

Novel,

English

612*

3 semester

hours

Significant
prose-fiction
of either America or England
is examined.
Such
a study concerns
fiction not only as one important
phase of literary art but
also as a commentary
on the life of this century.
Oral

Interpretation,

English

613*

3 semester

hours

Planned to develop an appreciation
and understanding
of prose and poetry
so that one may develop the power to share with others the thoughts
and
moods of the great writers. In this the speaker is having a speech experience
which must definitely serve in improving
his power of effective communication in business,
professional
and social life.
Play

Production,

English

614::<

3 semester

hours

Theory and practice in staging and mounting
plays. Designed
to develop
appreciation
of the professional
theater as well as to enable the student to
participate
in the actual production
of stage plays. The course includes:
directing.
designing
and constructing
sets, planning
of lighting, costuming
and make-up, and the organization
of all technical, house and business staffs.
Course consists of two lecture periods a week and the equivalent of 1 period
in laboratory
practice.
Literature

for Children,

English

615~:

3 semester

hours

A course designed to arouse a genuine interest in children's
books through
reading, to introduce
background
material to the teacher, and to aid in the
presentation
of literature
through
practice
with children
in the Training
School library periods.
Children's

Theater,

English

616':<'

3 semester

hours

Prepares
the prospective
teacher to produce plays at the elementary
school
level. Selection of the play, casting. mounting the play, conduct of rehearsals,
stage make-up,
central staging and problems
of putting on plays in classrooms and other limited areas. Each student is required to direct a one-act
play in the School of Practice,
and to assist in production
work on a threeact play for public performance.
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Radio in the School, English 61F

::; semester hours

This course has two aims: first, the use of regular educational broadcasts
as aids in public school work, and second, the development of radio programs
by pupils. Principles and techniques ranging from the preparation of scripts
to the presentation and the evaluation of programs will be studied and used.
All local facilities will be available.
Poetry of the Romantic Period, English 619*

3 semester hours

A study of English poetry from 1780 to 1830. chiefly Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. Some attention is given to European and
English political and social ideas of the period.
The American Novel before 1900, English 700

3 semester hours

A study of the works of Cooper, Hawthorne, Melville, Twain, Howells,
] ames and others as they reflect the thought and ideals of nineteenth century
America.
History and Appreciation

of the Drama, English 701

3 semester hours

The drama will be studied as all art form, including the history of the
theater as an institution and current plays showing background and trends
ill theater conventions. Students will be required to do extensive reading of
plays from the Greek theater to modern times.
World Literature,

English 702

3 semester hours

examination in translation of significant literary productions of the
Western v"T orld of classical and medieval times as they reflect growing and
changing cultures.
An

Shakespeare,

English 703

3 semester hours

The "Study of certain of the major plays with extensive reading of others.
Plays will be considered as poetry. as staged performances, and as reflecting
the mind of the playwright and the nature of the Elizabethan Theatre.
Speech Composition, English 704
A critical analysis of great speeches with the aim of maturing the speaker
to obtain more unity, coherence and emphasis in his own speech practice.
Developmental

Language,

English 600

3 semester hours

A basic course in developmental
Iang uage. Facets of language; mechanics
of language; semantics of language; interests, needs, and capacities of the
student; interrelated sequences including experience, hearing comprehension, speech, reading, writing, spelling. and refinement of usage; goals and
rates of attainment; prevention and correction of retardation in language
development.

MATHEMATICS
M r. Bell A. Sueltz, Chairman
Mr. Donald E. Francis
Mr. J 01111 VV. Benedick
Introductory

Course in Mathematics,

Mathematics

101

3 semester hours

In this course basic mathematical concepts and principles are developed
and used. The computations which were begun in high school are extended
and other processes are developed together with their applications in various
social, physical, and economic realms. The course aims to g-ive the student
a better understanding and appreciation of mathematics in the semi-technical
fields.
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Tests and Measurements 1, Mathematics 302
2 semester hours
This course is designed to cover elementary statistical procedures essential
to the manipulation and interpretation of data and vital statistics. It is given
primarily as a basis for work in Tests and Measurements in the fields of
Health and Physical Education.
General Mathematics including Trigonometry,
3 semester hours
Mathematics 501oj!
This course is intended primarily fOTthose students who have completed
the Introductory Course in Mathematics and who are not particularly interested in mathematics as a technical field. The topics studied are selected
from the fields of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Field work with tape,
level, and transit will be a part of this course. Emphasis is upon basic principles and applications,
College Algebra, Mathematics 502*
3 semester hours
This course deals with the principles and application of such mathematical
topics as arithmetic and geometric progressions, logarithms, linear and polynomial functions, and chance and probability, Students who have had advanced algebra in high school should not take this course because of considerable duplication. College algebra may be studied either before or after
trigonometry.
History of Mathematics, Mathematics 503':'
3 semester hours
This course is offered as an elective for students who desire a background
in the origins and development of mathematics. Such topics as the development of notation and number systems, the origin and systemization of measures, symbolism, the development of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry are
included. The materials in the history of mathematics provide excellent background for a teacher as well as for an educated citizen.
Analytic Geometry, Mathematics 504*
3 semester hours
Analytic geometry usually follows college algebra and trigonometry. The
method of algebraic analysis is used to study geometric relationships. Applications are taken from many fields of construction, planning and analyzing.

*

Introduction to Statistics, Mathematics 601
3 semester hours
This course deals with the mathematical and scientific treatment of statistical data with particular emphasis upon the problems one finds in educational literature and research. The aim of the course is to develop an understanding of and an ability to interpret and evaluate scientific studies in education rather than to train research workers. The techniques and procedures
are not mathematically difficult. Thev require simple algebra and an ability
to think.
Calculus, Mathematics 602*
3 semester hours
The course in calculus should follow trigonometry and analytic geometry.
A reasonable base in algebra is also needed. The course includes the use of
the derivative in problems of rates, and maxima and minimum values of
functions, An introduction to integration is included. Calculus is a basic
course in mathematics for work in technical science and engineering and for
advanced work in statistics. This is an elective course that marks the beginning of advanced mathematics,

MUSIC
"Miss Pauline A. Meyer, Chairman
*':"Mr. Andrew Banse
Miss Ruth Dowd
Miss Lydia Kalaida
Miss Mary English
Mr. Melvin Rein

---

* On leave of absence
**Acting Chairman.

for study, 1948-49,
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Backgrounds in Music Literature, Music 101
2 semester hours
An approach to music as an art, with emphasis on its esthetic and expressive qualities through the study, singing and listening to representative compositions selected from the field of music literature. Attention is focused on
the characteristics of melody, harmony, rhythm, tone, color, form, style and
nationality. Required of all G.£. students (except by special permission of
the department) as the first course in music.
Essentials of Music, Music 102
2 semester hours
This course is designed for students with little or average preparation in
music. The theory of music is applied to song singing, music reading, ear
training, conducting, and keyboard acquaintance. A functional mastery of
the easier problems in pitch and rhythmic notation is expected by the end
of the semester. Prerequisite: Music 101.
Essentials of Music-Advanced

Course, Music 201 A

2 semester hours

This course is a continuation of the work of Music 102 and is recommended
as the preferred elective by advisement for Juniors who completed Music 101
and 102 in the Freshman year. It may be substituted for Music 102 by students with considerable experience in music by the advice of the music
department. As a continuation of 102, it is aimed at building greater skill
and independence in song singing, music reading, ear training, rhythmic
expression and keyboard work. A mastery of the more complicated problems
in notation is expected by the end of the semester.
Basic Skills in Music, Music 201 B (Former 501)

2 semester hours

Admission to this class is by advice of the music department only. It is
available as an elective by advisement to G.£. Sophomores or to upper
classmen who have musical deficiencies which need to be corrected by additional work. The activities of the' course are adapted to the needs of the
individual in singing, hearing and reading music, in rhythmic experience, and
in the functional use of the keyboard.
Music for Teachers of Physical Education, Music 203

2 semester hours

This is a functional course for majors in physical education, designed to
establish minimum skills and knowledge in music which are needed in developing many phases of the physical education program. Special emphasis is
placed upon the various aspects of rhythmic development and the use of
the singing voice. Students who have had considerable preparation in music
are advised to request the music department for a proficiency test. Upon
the successful completion of such a test, the student may be permitted to
substitute some other music course for this elementary one.
Voice I, Music 501 (Former 502)

2 semester hours

A course designed to give the student fundamental voice training through
proper habits and exercises to improve tone quality and diction. A standard
repertoire is begun, with a study of the history and composers of the art song.
Class and individual performance. Prerequisites: Music 102 or 201A and a
singing voice acceptable to the instructor. Size of the class is limited.
Voice II, Music 502

2 semester hours

A continuation of Music 501, open only to students who have done work
of outstanding promise in Music 501.
Symphonic Music, Music 503

2 or 3 semester hours

A course in understanding and appreciation of great masterpieces of symphonic music. These are studied in relationship to general historical backgrounds and to the development of music as an art. Prerequisite: Music 203
or considerable experience in music.
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Harmony, Music 504
2 or 3 semester hours
A functional course, in which the student's growing chord vocabulary is
used in harmonization of given melodies and basses and in original work.
Keyboard experience, ear training and written harmonizations are included.
Prerequisite: Music 201 A.
Opera and Oratorio, Music 505
2 or 3 semester hours
A course in understanding and appreciation of great masterpieces of opera.
oratorio and other vocal forms. These are studied in relationship to general
historical backgrounds and to the development of music as an art. Prerequisite: Music 201 A or considerable previous experience in music.
Music and Nationality, Music 506
2 semester hours
A study of music as an expression of racial or national feeling. The universality of music as a factor in the concept of the oneness of the world.
Characteristic national idioms as they appear in folk and composed music of
England, Italy, France, Germany, Scandinavia, Russia, the Balkan states,
Latin America, and the United States. Primitive music as exemplified in the
music of the American Indian; characteristics of Chinese music, Hebrew
music, and the music of the Near East. Prerequisites:
Music lor and 102.
May also be used to satisfy Junior and Senior e.ectives.
Choral Music, Music 507
2 semester hours
Membership in any of the sponsored choral groups (See Music Activities,
page 26) is both elective and selective. An accepted member who has proved
his value to the organization by participating one year while maintaining
standards of performance and attendance satisfactory to the instructor, may
thereupon request credit status. If granted, two additional years of participation with continuing high standards will entitle the student to apply this
choral work as an elective carrying two semester hours credit at the conclusion of his col1ege course.
Orchestra or Band, Music 508
2 semester hours
Membership in either band or orchestra is both elective and selective. An
accepted member who has proved his value to either of these organizations
by participating one year while maintaining standards of performance and
attendance satisfactory to the instructor, may request credit status. If
granted, two additional years of participation in either organization with
continuing high standards will entitle the student to apply this orchestra or
band work as an elective carrying two semester hours credit at the conclusion of his college course.
Music Methods, Music 509
2 semester hours
A course designed to familiarize the student with special techniques used
in the presentation of music to children within the school situation. The correct use of syllables, the true function of music appreciation, the efficient use
of the child voice, mental hygiene for teachers with relation to music, current trends and materials are included.
History of Music, Music 701 (Former 506)
3 semester hours
A survey of the growth and development of music as an important factor
in western culture. The significant movements in the development of the
art of music are studied in relationship to the political, economic and cultural conditions which have influenced them.
'
Music Integration, Music 702 (Former 508)
3 semester hours
Integration of music with the public school program. A survey of music
literature coordinated with the fields of social studies, English. art. and
physical education. Creative musical expression through original melodies
and .dances in connection with these fields. Scientific principles of sound
applied to the construction and use of simple instruments.
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DIVISION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
AND HEALTH
Mr. Francis J. Moench, Director
Miss Leonore K. Alway, Chairman,
Miss Dorothy Arnsdorff
Miss Mary W. Ball
Miss Monica Czurles
Mrs. Harriet Holsten
Mrs. Ivalclare Howland
Mr. Donovan C. Moffett,
Mr. Whitney Corey
1fr. Carl A. Davis
Mr. Roland V. Eckard
Mr. Fred Holloway

Chairman,

Mr. Harlan G. Metcalf, Chairman,
Mr. John A. MacPhee
Mr. Ross L. Allen, Chairman,
Miss Camille Brown
Mrs. Georgina Childs
Dr. J ohn E. Eckel

RECREATION

Physical Education for Women
Miss Ann E. Jewett
Miss Lydia B. Kalaida
Miss Helena N echi
Miss Elizabeth Schweitzer
Miss Anne Simmons
Physical Education for Men
Mr. Karel Horak
Mr. David G. Miller
Mr. Anthony P. Tesori
Mr. Ray Weiss (on leave)
Recreation

Education

Heal th Ed ucation
Mrs. Sylvia L. Groden (on leave)
Miss Dorothy E. Hanlon
Mr. Gustave Timmel

Introduction to Teaching, Ed. HP 101-102
An introduction to the teaching profession
physical education, recreation and health.

l~l semester hours
\~ith special reference to

Philosophy of Play and Recreation, Ed. RE 105
2 semester hours
A basic course in the theory, philosophy and principles of play, recreation
and outdoor education given in the setting of their historical backgrounds
and development. Particular emphasis will be placed on their relationships to
modern education and their growing need in society.
Out of Doors Education and Camping, RE 106
2 semester hours
An introduction to the history, development and trends of outdoor education and organized camping with particular emphasis on camp counselors'
responsibilities and their relationship to the campers and the director.
Organization and Administration
Program, H P 201
Emphasis will be given to the
and nursing service; the control
wholesome school environment;
program of health.

of the School Health

2 semester hours

health status of the child; medical, dental
of communicable disease; provision for a
and the organization of the instructional

Safety and First Aid, HP 202
2 semester hours
(a) Safety Education
Presentation of and practice in modern methods of safety education. The
safety of the school child and formulation of school safety education programs will be major inclusions. (1 semester hour)
(b) Fiest Aid
The American National Red Cross Standard First Aid Course will constitute the course, together with the use of first aid procedures in the public
school program. (I semester hour)
Camp Leadership Training, PE & RE 202
4 semester hours
This course conducted at Camp Huntington on Raquette Lake consists
of selected and guided experiences in the following areas: nature and conservation, camp and survival-crafts; waterway experiences and the conduct
and management of camps. Campers will frequently be faced with certain
problems common to camp administrators
and be given opportunities
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through joint planning, committees. group leadership and other democratic
methods to solve them. A camp fee will be assessed all students taking this
course.
This course is required of all Physical Education Majors, Recreation
Majors, and Science Majors.
General Methods, Ed. HP 203
2 semester hours
A study of fundamental methods of teaching with direct application to
physical education, health education, and recreation education.
Nutrition I and II, HP 203
2-2 semester hours
The nutritional basis for healthful living is of primary concern in this
course. A study of the nutritional needs at the various age levels is made
together with an analysis of the nutritional status of the American people.
Methods of learning intelligent food selection and preparation are practiced.
Instruction in meal planning and costs is given. Emphasis is placed upon
student experience in maintaining an optimum nutritional status.
Applied Anatomy, HP 204
2 semester hours
This course analyzes the muscular and mechanical phases of human motion involved in motor skills, including a thorough grounding in the fundamental body mechanics of walking and standing, and the more complex
methods in gymnastics, stunts, games, swimming and sports. Prerequisite:
Science 102 and 20l.
Recreation Education Methods, Ed. RE 205
2 semester hours
This presents to the st:udent, recreational methods of teaching recreation
and outdoor education. It will suggest adaptations found desirable for different age groups including adults. Prerequisite Ed. 203.
Health Education Methods, Ed. HE 206
2 semester hours
Study, evaluation, and practice in the various teaching procedures in
health education, with particular stress on problem solving, unit construetion, and counseling are considered. Criteria and sources of materials are
discussed, Prerequisite: Ed, 203,
Physical Education Methods, Ed. PE 206
2 semester hours
A course designed to prepare the student to organize and teach physical
education activities in relation to time, space, equipment and interest for
optimal learning, Emphasis is placed upon practical application through
participation. Prerequisite: Ed. 203.
Community Health r, HP 206
2 semester hours
Particular stress will be laid on the nature of communicable diseases, their
epidemiology, and means of preventing them. Community organization for
health will constitute the second phase of the course, A study of the health
status of the nation, including school children will be made.
Family and Child Care, HP 208
2 semester hours
A study of the biological, hygienic and medical aspects of problems and
needs in the care of the child and the family with an analysis of current practices and procedures.
Atypical Child, HP 301
3 semester hours
A study of the individual health, physical education and recreation needs
of students unable to participate in and profit fully from the regular programs
and the adaptation of program materials and practice in individualized instruction comprise the content of this course.
Physical Education for Teachers, PE 303
2 semester hours
This course, required of all General Education students, presents the aims,
principles, interpretations, and methods of physical education with particular
application to the elementary school program. Open only to General and
Health Education students.
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Practice Teaching in Health Education, Ed. HE 304

8 semester hours

Opportunity is offered for experience and experimentation in a total school
situation. The student will serve as an apprentice teacher for ten weeks in a
school or school system designated by the college. Adequate supervision by
master teachers will serve to make this experience a part of the continuing
education of the student. Student teachers are assigned to observation, participation and practice in the campus and cooperating schools.
Practice Teaching in Physical Education, Ed. PE 304
8 semester hours
An off-campus teaching assignment is conceived of as a testing ground for
checking the value and understanding of theory, the student's ability to function effectively in guiding actual teacher-learning situations, and as an experience designed to point out needs for further study. Student teachers are
assigned to cooperating schools for a full quarter.
Practicum in Recreation, Ed. RE 304
Units of experience will
to be found in community
hospital and rehabilitation
experience may be met in

16 semester hours

include a variety of duties of the recreation leader
centers, playground, school and adult recreation,
centers and industrial recreation. This practicum
any two consecutive quarters.

Community Recreation, HP 304

3 semester hours

A survey course of personnel selection, training, and problems in community recreation in America. The development, scope, organization and administration of the movement are thoroughly considered. Both youth-serving
agencies and the more recent trends in adult recreation are studied. Appropriate held work is required.
Methods in Competitive Sports, HP 305

2 semester hours

A course devoted to the special technique and methods of organizing and
teaching competitive team, dual and individual activities included in the program of physical education. Separate sections are scheduled for men and
women.
Physical Inspection, HP 306

2 semester hours

A course to familiarize the student with methods of physical inspection,
commonly occurring school health problems, and the relationships of teaching staff to health service personnel. Open to General Education students.
Personal Health, HP 307

3 semester hours

Application of scientific discovery and knowledge in the health sciences to
everyday living is made. The presentation and solution of personal health
problems in class and in conference are facilitated. Self-evaluation is encouraged throughout the course. A scientific attitude in the approach to the
solution of individual health problems is sought.
Organization and Administration of Public School Education,
HP 308
2 semester hours
The organization of the elementary and secondary school including fundamental administrative and supervisory techniques will be considered.
Human Growth and Development, HE 401

3 semester hours

Intensive consideration of the longitudinal studies in growth and development being conducted by many institutions throughout the country and the
influences of these investigations- upon health education procedures in the
schools will constitute the content of this course. Emphasis will be placed
upon physical, mental and emotional aspects of adolescence. Some consideration will be given to senescence and gerontology.
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Organization and, Administration of the Physical Education Program,
HP 401
2 semester hours
This course is designed to familiarize the student with practical administrative principles and the functional organization of the physical education
program of the public schools of New York State. Staff duties, use of plant,
equipment selection-use and care, interpretation and articulation of State
Curricula and adaptations to meet local and pupil needs are emphasized.
Organization and Administration of the Athletic Program,
HP 402
2 semester hours
A course covering practical problems in the organization, administration,
and management of the laboratory phase of the physical education program.
Interscholastic athletics, intramural athletics, play days, invitation games,
and other types of activities will be considered. Prerequisite: HP 40l.
Physical Education-Organization
and Administration Seminar,
HP 403
2 semester hours
A seminar conducted with conferences and opportunity for observation
and participation for the purpose of approaching practical problems in the
area of organization and administration in terms of individual needs and
interests as revealed by professional laboratory experiences. Prerequisite:
Ed. PE 304.
Health Counseling, HP 404
2 semester hours
Techniques of educational counseling are applied to public school health
education. The place and importance of individual counseling is stressed and
some consideration is given to group counseling procedures. The work of
the health counselor is described and interpreted in the light of modern
educational philosophy and administration.
Physiology of Exercise, HP 405
2 semester hours
This course gives the student a practical application of physiological
principles to exercise. Emphasis is placed upon the results of muscular
activities and graded exercise, upon respiration, circulation and the mechanical efficiency of the body. Prerequisite: Science 102 and 201.
Tests and Measurements II, PE 406
2 semester hours
A course designed to cover (a) nature, scope, development and function
of measurement in health and physical education; (b) aims and accomplishments of outstanding tests and measures in the field; (c) organization and
administration of a practical measurement program for the public school.
Prerequisite; Math 30l.
Mental and Emotional Health, HP 407
2 semester hours
Major emphasis is placed upon the mental hygiene of the normal individual
with a detailed analysis of the factors underlying maximum effective personality development and adjustment. Personality aberrations are introduced only as essential to a more comprehensive understanding of the
normal.
Organization and Administration of Community Recreation I & II,
RE 407, 408
3 hours each semester
This course is designed to familiarize the student with problems and practices in organizing and administering school, and; or community recreation
programs. Among the topics presented are: areas, facilities, their planning,
construction, and operation; community relationships affecting recreation;
the recreation program; recreation organization; financial support, budgets,
records, personnel administration, publicity, public relations, appraising
community recreation needs, in-service training of staff, and discovery and
recruitment of volunteer recreation workers.
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Community Health II, HP 408
2 semester hours
Special attention will be given to the problems and costs of a~e9-:-t~te
medical, dental and hospital care. A thorough study of the responsibilities
and efforts of the state and nation will conclude the course.
Health Education-Organization
and Administration Seminar,
HP 409
2 semester hours
Problems evolving from the student's practice teaching experience will be
thoroughly discussed. Opportunities to augment the student's training in
experience participation in the field. Prerequisite: Ed. RE 304.
Recreation Education-Organization
and Administration Seminar,
RE 409
2 semester hours
Conference, observation, participation and teaching in terms of individual
needs and interests as revealed in student apprentice training or actual
experience participation in the field. Prerequisite: Ed. H E304.
Organization and Administration of Camping, RE 412
2 semester hours
This course presents the major problems involved in the establishment
and operation of organized camps. It also shows how these problems are
met in progressive (present-day) modern camps and points up the administrative principles involved. Typical of the problems are: selection of
campsite, arrangement of building, sanitation, program of activities, camp
promotion, scheduling, training of staff, personnel accounting of campers,
financial management, purchase and preparation of food.
Survival Craft, RE 501
1 semester hour
Use of native materials (weeds, grasses, bark, etc.) in construction of
string, fishing tackle, baskets and usable items. Identification of edible wild
fruits, berries, greens, vegetables, bark and mushrooms, and their preparation as food. Cleaning and cooking wild game and fish in the open. Construction of shelters and temporary camps. Study of native trees and shrubs
from the standpoint of their past and present use and conservation. Study
of wild life in native habitat. Course will involve frequent Saturday field
trips.
Elementary School Physical Education, PE 501
2 semester hours
The selection, organization and teaching of activities in the elementary
school physical education program, with special emphasis on techniques for
evaluation of the program. Open to General Education students for elective credit.
Elementary School Physical Education, PE 502
2 semester hours
Supervision of the elementary school physical education program with
special consideration of in-service training of personnel evaluation and improvement of the program, and the relationship of the specialist to classroom teacher, school administration and parents. Prerequisite: PE 501.
Construction and Repair of Archery Tackle, RE 502
1 semester hour
~nstructi~n in the construction of bows, arrows, finger-tabs, arm guards,
QUIvers, strings, targets, target faces, tillers and other archery tackle and
the care and repair of the same. Processes in bow construction will be
taught using native woods as well as commercial materials. Each student
will make one bow (either for hunting and roving or target use), at least
seven arrows, an arm guard, a finger-tab and as many other items as time
permits.
Secondary Coaching, Men; PE 503, 504
3-3 semester hours
Special methods for coaching, officiating and directing the highly organized secondary program of competitive games and sports included in the
program for boys, including football, soccer, recreational sports, basketball, track and field and baseball. Special emphasis will be given in individual fundamental techniques, team strategy, contemporary systems and
principles, and athletic management problems. Prerequisite HP 305.
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Hunting and Hunting Equipment, RE 503
1 semester hour
This course is designed to acquaint students with legal regulations, knowledge of guns and simple techniques applicable to the secondary level.
Secondary School Physical Education for Girls, PE 505
2 semester hours
Coaching, officiating and conducting instructional, intramural and extramural team sports in the junior and senior high school physical education
program for girls. Prerequisite HP 305.
Secondary School Physical Education for Girls, PE 506 2 semester hours
Methods of instruction and the conduct of dual and individualized sports
with special consideration and practice in the teaching and conduct of the
swimming program for secondary school girls. Prerequisite HP 305.
Advanced Body Mechanics I, P'E 507
2 semester hours
This is a course in the theory and practice of the fundamentals of body
alignment in motor activities based upon principles of mechanics and
psycho-physical laws. Prerequisite: HP 204.
Advanced Body Mechanics II, PE 508
2 semester hours
An advanced course in the specific problems of body mechanics including
laboratory experience in descriptive analysis of the varieties of the human
gait, spinal deviations, and joint restrictions in movement. Prerequisite:

PE 507.
Advanced Dance Theory I, PE 509
2 semester hours
The theory and demonstration of dance as recreation-square,
ballroom,
and folk. This will include the history and philosophy of dance as a social
force with advanced materials and methods of their use in the school
program.
Advanced Dance Theory II, PE 510
2 semester hours
The theory and demonstration of dance as art-modern,
classic and body
conditioning. This will include the history and philosophy of dance as a
creative force in human development with materials and their use as instruments of education.
Athletic Training, PE 513
2 semester hours
A course to prepare students to render first aid for injuries occurring in
athletic activities and to administer the therapeutic program prescribed by
the physician. Protective devices and procedures are evaluated. Elementary
techniques in physiotherapy are considered. Diet, rest and conditioning are
analyzed. Prerequisite: HP 202.
* Recreation for the Atypical, RE 514
2 semester hours
This course is designed to show students how to adapt a program of recreational activities to meet the varying needs of atypical individuals. It will
also develop the principles involved in the adaptation and show how game
and sport activities can be invented or adapted to meet particular needs.
The course will be particularly valuable for students expecting to carryon
recreation with the American Red Cross, in hospitals and rehabilitation
centers.
Construction and Repair of Recreational Equipment, RE 515
2 semester hours
This course is designed to teach students how to make and repair different
kinds of recreational equipment to be used in their physical education and
recreation classes when their budgets for purchasing such materials may be
very limited.
Problems and Approaches in Adult Health Education, HE 601
2 semester hours
An evaluative presentation of adult health educational needs, problems
and programs. Prerequisite: Ed. HE 206.
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Field Work in Health Education, HE 602
2 semester hours
Observation and visits to actual health education programs in schools,
industries clinics 'communities, etc., followed by evaluation in terms of
school health education programs. Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing.
Health Education students only.
Global Health Problems, HE 604
2 semester
Study of the health conditions and problems in major geographical
of the world. A thorough presentation of current developments in the
program of the United Nations Organization. Prerequisite: Junior or
standing.

hours
areas
health
senior

Social Hygiene, HE 608
2 semester hours
Means of teaching wholesome social relationships with emphasis on
adolescent youth problems. Prerequisite: HP 206 and HP 307.
Methods for School Dental Hygiene Teachers, HE 609 2 semester hours
Study, evaluation and practice in the various methods that may be effective in teaching dental hygiene. Materials including audio-sensory aids will
be accumulated and demonstrated. Actual practice will be provided in the
use of both methods and materials.
Organization and Administration of Case Studies in Dental Hygiene,
HE 610
2 semester hours
An introductory course in social case work, dealing with the dental
hygienists' approach to the family, compiling data, histories and case reports;
the use of voluntary and official organizations in coordinating dental hygiene
in general health service.
Current Developments in Personal and Community Health,
HP 701
2 semester hours
The most recent developments in hygiene, public health, and preventive
medicine wi11 be investigated and their application to the school health
programs will be made.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES,
APPLIED TECHNIQUES

SKILLS

AND

Health Education and General Education Majors
Physical education activity courses offer a varied program of developmental and recreational activities including body mechanics, group games,
dancing, gymnastics, swimming, team and individual sports.
Four semester hours of credit are required for graduation. Al1 Freshmen
and Sophomore students will carry one hour of credit each semester for the
first two years. Physical education I, II, III and IV activity classes meet
three clock hours per week for one hour of credit. All students are expected
to meet a minimum proficiency standard in swimming by the end of the
second year.
In the Junior and Senior years when not engaged in practice teaching,
students are expected to participate in recreational physical activity three
clock hours each week, selecting activities according to interest. Certain
activity courses listed on pages 60, 61 may be taken through advisement.
Physical Education and Recreation Education Majors
Activity courses are designed to develop attitudes, appreciation and skill
on the part of individual teachers in all types of activities included in the
broad physical education program. Knowledge and ability to apply proper
techniques in teaching are stressed. A11courses are divided into instructional
units and are presented in sequential order representing definite progressions. Minimum standards of personal skill are required for satisfactory
completion of each activity unit.
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Fourteen semester hours of credit are required for graduation in the
Physical Education major. Certain courses are required, others are elected
under advisement; these are so indicated on the charts of activities. Additional courses in activities may be taken.
Thirteen semester hours of credit are required for graduates in the Recreation major. Additional courses in activities may be taken.
Activity Charts
The following charts show the grouping of activities according to type.
These general groupings include: Gymnastics, Rhythms and Dances, Aquatics, Games of Low Organization, Individual and Dual Sports, Combatives,
and Team Games. The number in parenthesis (2) indicates the total number
of minimum credit hours to be taken in each group to meet the requirement.
"W" courses are for women and "M" courses for men. The arabic number
added (M-I), identifies the course, e.g., M-l Body Conditioning for' men.
Courses marked "MW" may be taken by men and women. Courses numbered 1 to 21 (W) and 1 to 23 (M) are designed for Freshmen and Sophomores and are prerequisites to practice teaching. They should be completed
by the end of the Sophomore year.
.
Activity courses are scheduled on the quarter basis in order to present
seasonal indoor and outdoor activities. A course which meets three times
per week for one quarter carries one-half hour credit. Courses marked
elementary are prerequisite to the advanced causes.
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R-required

A-required
Gymnastics

M-5
M"10
M-15
M-25
}'l-l
M·27
M-28
MW-48

E-free

(2)

Ele. Tactics & Cal.
Stunts & Tumblmg
Ele Heavy Apparatus
Elc Body Mechamcs
Body Conditioning
Adv. Stunts & Tumbling
Adv. Heavy Apparatus
Adv. Tactics & Cal.

Rhythms & Dances (2)
Dance I-Fundamentals
(R)
M-16 Dance II-Body
Condit. eRj
MW·35
Country & Square
(A
MW-36 Ballroom
(A
MW·37 Folk, Tap, Clog
(A
!lIW·38 National & Classical
(A)
Aquatics (l)
Basic Swimming
Adv. Swim. & Diving
Life Saving
Instructor's
Course
Water Sports & Pag'nts

Games-Low
Organization
M-4
Sec. & Lead-up Games
MW-9
Elc. Games
MW-42 Social Games & Mixers
MW-43 Playgr. & Rec. Act.

electives
Individual

Credit
(R)
~
(Rj
V,
(R
Yo:
(R
;;,;
~A) v.,
A)
;;,;
A)
Yo:
(E)
Yo:

M·8

M-6
M-19
M-20
M\V-40
MW·41

ACTIVITIES-MEN

under advisement

Yo

v,

Y:i
U
v.;
Y:i

Ele. Track & Field
Elc. Tennis
Basic Skiinj.r
Bowling & Badminton
Rle. Archery
Golf
Adv. Tennis
Adv. Track & Field
Adv. Skiing
Bait and Fly Casting
Riflery
Adv. Archery

Combatives
11-17 Wrestling
tf·18 Boxing
MW·47
Fencing
Team

(E)

(E)

(3)
Credit

M·Il
M-13
1:1:-22
M ·24
M-30
M-34
},f-31
M-32
MW-44
MW·52
trW-53
MW-54

(R)
1
(E)
Y:i
(E)
;;,;
(E);;';
(E)
Y:i
(I)
(R)
(R)

& Dual

Yo:
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V,

>4
V,
V,
V,

0

f~l"
E)

"

(R)

y;

(E)

V,

(R)
(R)
(E)

V,
V,
V,
V,

(I)

(3)
(R)

Ele. Football
Ele. Basketball
£le. Baseball
Lacrosse
Adv. Football
Adv. Basketball
Adv. Soccer
Volleyball
Adv. Baseball
Ice Hockey
Softball

(R)

M-29
M-33
M-51
M-55

v,

V,

Ele. Soccer

M·21
M-26
;;,;

IA)

M-3
M-7
M-23
M-14

Yz

(R

M-2
M-12

J4

Games

ml

IR)
(R)
(Rl

"

(Rl
(R

V,
V,

1R1
(A)
~A)
Al
~A)
A)
(E)
(E)

'h
V,
V,
y,
V,
V,

y,

V,
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R-required

A-required
Gymnastics

W-5
W-7
W -13
W·17
W-27
W-28
MW-48

ACTIVITIES-WOMEN

Ele. Tactics and Cal.
Ele. Stunts & Tumbling
Ele. Heavy Apparatus
Body Mechanics
Adv. Tumbling
Adv. Heavy Apparatus
Adv. Tactics and Cal.

Credit
(R)
~
(R)
~
(R)
y,;
(R)
~

lE)

y,;

E)
E)

~
~

& Dances (3)
w-r Dance I_Fundament.
(R)
W-14 Dance II-Body
Condo (R)
W-22 Dance III-Modern
MW-J5 Square and Country
(A
1\1W-36 Ballroom
(A
MW-37 Folk, Tap, Clog
(A
MW.38 National & Classical
(A)

1
1
1

(RI

Aquatics (1)
Basic Swimming
Adv. Swim. & Diving
Life Saving
Instructor's
Course
Water Sports & Pag'nts

Games-Low
Organization
\V-l Sec. and Lead-up Games
MW-9
Ele. Games
MW-42 Social Games & Mixers
MW-43 Playgr. & Rec. Act.

RECREATION
Rhythm
MW·36
MW-35
MW-37
MW-56

Sports

(2;4)

Basic Skiing
Ele. Tennis
Ele. Archery
Badminton
& Bowling
Track and Field
Adv. Tennis
Golf
Horseback
Riding
Adv. Skiing
Fencing
Bait and Fly Casting
Riflery
Adv. Archery

(R)
(R)
(R)

JO
JO

A)
A)

JO

JO
JO
JO
JO

\V-2
\V -4
W-11
W-12
W-16
W·23
\V-24
W-25
W-26
\V -46

(1)
(R)
(R)
(E)
(E)

EDUCATION
& Dance (1;4)

Ballroom
Square and Country
National
and Folk
Recrea. Musical Act.

& Dual

Credit
W·8
\V-IO
W-15
W-18
W -21
W-29
W-34
W-45
MW-44
MW-47
MW-52
MW-53
MW-54

(R)
(A)
(A)
(E)
(E)

Aquatics
(1)
M-6, VV-6 Basic Swimming
MW-41 Water Sports & Pageants
Games-Low
Organization
(1)
lIW-9 Elementary
Games
M-4, \V-3 Sec. & Lead-up Games
MW-42
MW-43
MW-50
MW.58
MW.59

electives

Individual

(2)

Rhy'thms

W-6
MW-19
MW-20
},[W-40
MW-41

E--Iree

under advisement

Team Games (2
Soccer
Volley balt
Softball
Ele. Field Hockey
Ele. Basketball
Adv. Field Hockey
Adv. Soccer
Adv. Speedball
Adv. Basketball
Lacrosse

(m ~
El
E

\ Ej
E
(E
(E)

~

~

JO
JO
JO
Xi
JO
%

Va)

ACTIVITIES
Individual

& Dual Sports

Credit

JO
JO
JO

1

MW-57 Ell'. Skating & Ice Spts.
111-24, \V-IS Bowling & Badminton
M·13, W-IO Ele. Tennis
.
M·30, W-15 Ele. Archery
MW ·54 Adv. Archery
11-22, \V-8 Basic Skiing & Snow
Shoeing
MW-52 Bait and Fly Casting
M-34, \V-34 Golf
MW-53 Rifler-y

Recreational
Activities (2~)
Social Games & Mixers
Pjaygr. & Rec. Act.
Scout. & Pioneer. Games
Picnic Games & Sports
Card & Table Games

Team Sports
Soccer
M-7, W-16 Basketball
M-29, W·4 Volleyball
M-57, W-U Softball

1£-2, W-2
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(2)

(4)

Credit

%
%
~

y,;
%
~

%

~
7~

SCIENCE
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Ross E. Bowers, Chairman
William B. Clemens
Mr. Cranston H. J ordan
Forrest Durham
Mr. Earl Lawrence
G. Raymond Fisk
Mr. R. Dean Schick
Benedict A. Hall
Mr. Walter Thurber

Introduction to Physical Science, Science 101
3 semester hours
Students who do not present high school physics and chemistry will be
advised to take this course which presents the underlying principles of the
physical sciences-the
properties and behavior of air, water and other
forms of matter, together with the energy relations involved. These principles are applied to a study of Cortland's many industries which are visited
in order to obtain first-hand information.
Anatomy and Physiology I, Science 102
3 semester hours
The human being in structure and in function is studied in the first
course which includes general anatomical and physiological considerations,
circulation, respiration, digestion, and excretion.
Animal Biology, Science 103
3 semester hours
Familiarity with the basic Jaws, principles, and theories of biological
science and leading the students to realize that there is a cause for every
effect are the major objectives in this course. It includes the following
units: nature and interpretation of life; simple forms of life; type studies
of increasingly complex forms of life, both plant and animal; the coming
of man and his control of plant life; man's control of animal neighbors;
man's use of biological principles. Lecture one hour and two double laboratory periods each week.
Bacteriology, Science 104
3 semester hours
This course deals with the nature of activities of micro-organisms under
the general divisions of protozoology, mycology, and bacteriology. Tn addition to a study of the structure and mode of life of these organisms, the
course is particularly concerned with the practical effects of their activities
on human affairs.
Chemistry I-Elementary

Inorganic

Chemistry, Science 105
3 semester hours
A basic course in chemistry for those who do not present Regents credit
in chemistry for entrance. The course consists of the study of the chemical
nature and action of common substances, the fundamental bases of chemical
action, and the applications of chemical processes and materials to-our lives.
Underlying principles of chemistry and an acquaintance with important
chemical substances and processes are stressed. One hour of lecture and
two double laboratory periods per week.
Applied Physical Science, Science 106
3 semester hours
Designed to develop an understanding of the function and elementary
physical principles involved in selected everyday devices and machines. This
course will include the study of electric fixtures and motors, types of internal
combustion engine, leverage and the use of block and tackle, the pin-hole
camera and photography. the Sheperd's Pipe and other musical instruments
and factors influencing sound, insulation factors controlling heat, light,
electricity, and other forms of energy.
Anatomy and Physiology II, Science 201
3 semester hours
Prerequisite Science 102. This second semester includes the studv of the
skeleton, muscular system, nervous system, sensory mechanisms, endocrine
glands, and reproduction. Lecture two hours and one double laboratory
period per week.
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Science and Health Methods, Science 202
3 semester hours
All science majors are required to take Science and Health Methods. The
philosophy, theory, and practice of teaching science and health in the grades
is discussed and demonstrated by specialists in the field. Emphasis is placed
on practical techniques needed by the beginning teacher. In addition to
regular classes, there is a program of observations of expert teachers of
science in their own classrooms and an opportunity for participation in
actual teaching situations.
Plant Biology, Science 203:~
3 semester hours
An introduction to the study of plants: their structure, functions, development, their place in the living world, and their importance to man. No prerequisite. Two lectures and one double laboratory period per week.
Human Biology, Science 204
3 semester hours
During this course the human organism is studied as a type of complex
organism to which simpler animal organisms are constantly being compared. Emphasis is placed upon developing the scientific principles which
will assist the pupil in appreciating modern psychology and child development. To this end, human embryological development, endocrinology, nutrition and the principles of heredity are introduced to the student. Two
lectures and one double laboratory period per vveek.
Chemistry II-Elementary
Organic and Biological Chemistry,
Science 205*'
3 semester hours
A basic course in the chemistry of carbon compounds and their action in
living things. The first part of the course is devoted to the study of the
important classes of organic compounds. This is followed by an introduction
to the chemical aspects of human physiology. The laboratory work provides
first-hand acquaintance with important organic and bio-chemical substances
and processes. One hour of lecture and two double laboratory periods per
week. Prerequisite: Chemistry I, or Regents credit in high school.
Physics I, Science 207
3 semester hours
This course aims to develop an understanding and appreciation of the
basic laws, principles and theories of the physical universe. Stress is placed
on the fundamentals of mechanics which is the basic science in the interpretation and understanding of human motion. Two hours of lecture and
one double laboratory period per week.
Physics II, Science 208
3 semester hours
This Science Major course is sequential to Science 207, Physics I, which
is a prerequisite. The nature of the course will depend upon the interests
and abilities of those enrolled. Two lectures and one double laboratory
period per week.
Science Seminar, Science 402
3 semester hours
Science majors participate in a Science Education Seminar after they
have completed their practice teaching. Each student will concentrate upon
phases of science teaching which, in the light of his experience, will be
helpful to him after graduation. There will be group discussions of individual problems, talks by experts in science education, demonstrations of
teaching techniques, observations, and participation in special science teaching activities.
Earth Science, Science 501 *
3 semester hours
A study of the rocks, minerals, soils and geological history of New York
State together with the elements of climatology and meteorology of the
region. This course serves as a background for the courses in geology,
ecology and history but the content has been selected with consideration
for the anticipated needs of elementary teachers as well as for the needs of
more advanced students in science. One hour of lecture and two double
laboratory periods per week.
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Geology of New York State, Science 502*
3 semester hours
The story of how New York's hills and valleys, lakes and streams originated is presented in this course. Cortland lies in the heart of a region rich
in evidence of the last great glacial period; field trips are utilized as much
as weather permits. .Illustrated lectures present the picture in other parts
of the state. Optional all-day trips are offered. Two lectures and one double
laboratory period a week.
Descriptive Astronomy, Science 503*
2 semester hours
The sky itself forms the chief object of study. In evening sessions, the
more important constellations, the moon, the planets, the larger stars, and
some of the double stars are observed. In lectures and in laboratory, models
and charts amplify actual observations. Some of the more important theories
and a little of the historical development of the science are offered. One
lecture and one double period a week. As convenient and as weather permits,
the double period will be held in the evening.
Light and Sound, Science 504'::
3 semester hours
Common devices and every day phenomena involving light and sound are
studied. Musical instruments, echoes, telescopes, northern lights, moving
pictures, and rainbows arc some of the topics studied. The elements of
photography are given and it is desirable that each student own or borrow
some type of camera for this work. Three double Jaboratory-discussiou
periods a week.
Field Studies in Science, Science 505*
3 semester hours
In this course, trips will be taken to numerous habitats, such as ponds,
swamps, and woods, where students can become familiar with animal tracks,
bird songs, C01111110n
plants, water life, and geological features. Throughout
the course, the interrelationships of these factors will be brought out.
Each week a one-hour lecture precedes the field trip in order to establish
a suitable background. A succeeding laboratory-discussion hour is given
over to a study of the material encountered on the trip. Optional all-day
trips are included.
As convenient. field trips will be shifted from their regular schedule in
order to provide for early morning bird study and late evening star study.
Students should own or be able to borrow warm out-of-door clothing.
A pair of field or opera glasses will be useful.
Electricity and Magnetism, Science 506*
2 semester hours
The study of magnetism and electricity is fascinating to elementary
pupils. It is to give prospective teachers a background in this rapidly expanding field that the course is designed. The work is chiefly exploratory
and descriptive rather than mathematical. Common phenomena are COI1sidered. Teachers will find a wealth of material which can be used in teaching grade science. Three laboratory-discussion periods a week.
Meteorology, Science 507:::
2 semester hours
A course in physical science dealing with the principles of meteorology
and elementary climatology and their applications to aviation. It is descriptive in nature, rather than technical and mathematical, and is designed to
familiarize the student 'with the terminology and principles of weather
science; the causes of air movements and the principles of weather forecasting; the formation and characteristics of specific phenomena such as
fog. clouds, and thunder storms. Specific phases of aeronautical meteorology
such as ice-formation on aircraft, airway weather science, ceiling and visibility will be discussed.
Science in the Social World, Science 509*
2 semester hours
Many of the important developments in science are studied with particular attention to their significance in applications that affect our social
structure. The materials and content of this course provide excellent backgrounds for teachers in the elementary schools. Certain coordinations of
science and social studies in the school program are developed.
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Economic Zoology, Science 601*
3 semester hours
This course will enable the student to appreciate the value of animals to
man's progress and the need for conservation and control of some forms of
animal life.
Genetics and Eugencis, Science 602:~
3 semester hours
A study of the fundamental principles of heredity. In addition to the
Mendelian laws, more recent discoveries in this field such as imperfect dominance, multiple factors, sex determination, lethal factors, and mutations are
considered. The relative forces of heredity and environment are discussed.
On the eugenic side, the inheritance of natural abilities and capacities are
noted and special attention is given to the differential birth rate, the present
eugenic trend of the American people, how to eliminate the defective strains
of germ plasm, and suggested measures to preserve the superior strains.
It is also of especial value to teachers in that it enables them to understand
the basic factors underlying individual differences and the relationship of
heredity and environment in the development of the individual.
Air-age Science, Science 603
3 semester hours
This course is planned to give the teacher information and understanding
of current development in aviation. Particular emphasis will be placed on
giving the teacher a background sufficient to work with elementary pupils
in air-age science. The course will include experience with the Link Trainer,
airport visits, preparation of demonstration and teaching materials, and opportunity for flight experience. No prerequisite.
Endocrinology, Science 604:::
2 semester hours
An intensive study of the functions and relationships of the glands of internal secretion and their effects on the personality and educational development of students. Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing, 12 hours in science
including biology, chemistry, anatomy and physiology.
Teaching Elementary School Science, Science 605:::
2 semester hours
This course attempts to prove that teaching science to children can be
fun. It gives practical assistance in developing science units. The course is
flexible and each teacher may. concentrate on the problems of her own
teaching situation.
Parasitology, Science 606*
3 semester hours
A comprehensive survey of plant and animal parasites and their effects
upon their respective hosts will be offered to those who have had either
Science 103 or Science 203. Three lectures per week.
Elements of Photography, Science 607*
2 semester hours
This course is designed to present photography as recreation and as a tool
in teaching. It ".....
ill develop skills in making portraits, nature studies, and
documentary records. The content will include the study of photographic
equipment, principles and processes. Students will receive experience in
developing, printing, and enlarging. Class membership will be selected and
limited. Two double periods.
The Biology of Man, Science 701*
2 semester hours
A systematic study of the human body, its parts, what they do, and how
they do what they do. Emphasis is on the application of basic facts to
healthful living; integration of normal organ functions, with a minimum of
technical background. It should make some of the intricacies of the human
body more intelligible, many of the superstitions regarding it more obvious.
1

Advanced Nature Study, Science 703
2 semester hours
This is a combination of laboratory and field work in ecology, collection,
identification and preser-vation of live and dead specimens of insects, flowers,
herbs, and trees. Concomitant study includes observations in ornithology,
mammalogy, etc., as opportunities occur. Other incidental study will deal
with care, feeding, and housing of living materials which teachers may use
in schools.
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Field Botany, Science 704
3 semester hours
Plants studied in their natural habitats, with reference to their identification and classification, and the various environmental situations in which
they grow. The work will consist largely of field trips, supplemented by
laboratory studies of the methods of collecting, preserving, and identifying
plants. One lecture and two double-period laboratory periods per week.
Experiments with Plants, Science 705
2 semester hours
The experimental method applied to a study of the living plant and its
major life functions, such as growth, food making, reproduction, and the
relationships between the plant and its environment. Emphasis is placed
on experiments that require only the simple equipment available in the
public school classroom. Two double laboratory periods per week.
Outdoor Science at Raquette Lake, Science 706
4 semester hours
Outdoor science experiences of many types will be presented in the
Adirondack environment. The College Camp on Long Point, Raquette
Lake will serve as a base from which excursions by land and water may be
taken to points rich in biological, ecological and geological features. Factual
knowledg-e will be combined with outdoor teaching techniques to train
students for school and camp leadership in the field of natural science.
Vital experience in true camping and primitive living will be afforded
on overnight exploratory trips. Specialists from other departments of the
college will be called upon to assist in presenting their specialties such as
water safety, leisure-time activities, geology, conservation, etc. Three consecutive weeks in camp will satisfy the residence requirements.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Mr. Ralph Adams Brown, Chairman
Miss Minnie Pearl Carr
Mr. Forrest D. Kellogg
Miss Olive C. j-....ish
Mr. Merrill G. Walrath
Miss Margaret Halligan
General Geography, Social Studies 101
3 semester hours
This course, required of all General Education students, develops the
basic geographic principles of the interplay of human activities and the
natural environment. It stresses the human and economic phase of regions
and nations and the use of community resources.
Offered each semester.
American History I, Social Studies 201
3 semester hours
This course emphasizes the effect of the American environment upon our
cultural heritage and the great social, economic and political movements
from which American life and its problems have developed. Effort is made
to consider the problems which today challenge the continuance of democratic institutions.
Offered each semester.
American History II, Social Studies 202
3 semester hours
This is a continuation of Social Studies 201, American History 1.
Offered each semester.
Introduction to Sociology, Social Studies 301*
3 semester hours
A survey of sociological principles and their application to personal and
social problems. Attention is given to the processes of social interaction and
their outcomes for human behavior.
Offered each semester.
Economics, Social Studies 302*
3 semester hours
An introductory course .in economic principles and problems, making a
study of forms of business organizations, the conflict of labor and capital,
public finance and social security. Assigned readings and discussions.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
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The Community: Organization-Disorganization3 semester hours
Reorganization, Social Studies 311*
Study of the structure and functioning of the human community. Attention
will be focused upon the organization of human institutions, groups and
persons in defined areal units. Included are the neighborhood, the village,
the town, the city, the region, and the international region. Considerations
will be given to the practical art of "community organization" in the solution
of community problems.
Adult Education and Group Dynamics, Social Studies 401 * 3 semester hours
Among other materials, this course will present the history and development of the adult education movement and its present place in education. It
will also include methods of developing interest in the adult education program, the securing of leaders, space facilities and general community support
for the program. Study will be made of group leadership methods and group
dynamics, their use in education generally, and more specifically their application in adult education,

*'

Social Problems, Social Studies 501
3 semester hours
Study of prevailing conditions and proposed solutions for selected social
problems. These problems will be considered as indices of disorganization
within a society that yet remains, for the most part, organized and integrated
save in times of severe crisis.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Population and Eugenics, Social Studies 502:~
2 semester hours
TIle social significance of population mass; population distribution and
redistribution through births, deaths and migration ; and the problems of
population Quality and eugenics.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Race Relations and Minority Groups, Social Studies 525* 2 semester hours
Critical appraisal of the foundations of the concept "race"; investigation
of the "race problem" in the United States; and the study of the personal
and social consequences of differential definition and treatment of the human
groups known as "minorities".
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Contemporary Civilization I, Social Studies 603*
3 semester hours
An analysis of the major developments in European and Far Eastern history after 1870. The emphasis is on the Industrial Revolution, Nationalism,
Imperialism, the origins of World War I, Peace Treaties, International Conferences and International Organizations.
Contemporary Civilization II, Social Studies 604*
3 semester hours
A study of various European governments with emphasis on the development of the English constitution and the government of the U.S.S.R.; the
origins of World \Var II, and the structure and the functioning of the
United Nations.
Twentieth Century Problems, Social Studies 605*
3 semester hours
This course is designed for students concerned about the major problems
of our time but whose prepar-ation has not included the background required
for Contemporary Civilization II, Social Studies 604. The co~rse will ~eal
with social, economic and political problems of the day, tracing historical
development. Attention is focused upon current attempts at world orgamaation and upon recent ideological conflicts.
Latin American History, Social Studies 606*
2 semester hours
A course designed to furnish a background for understanding the political.
social, economic, and, to some extent, the cultural life of the repl1b1ic~located
south of the United States. Attention is given to the Monroe Doctrine, Pan
Americanism, and Hispanism.
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History and Geography of New York State,
3 semester hours
Social Studies 607*
A study of the Dutch colony, the English colony, and the transition into
an independent state as a member of the United States of America. Emphasis
is placed upon the leaders, upon geography, and upon the economic, social,
and political events of the Empire State up to the present time.
The Far East in World Politics, Social Studies 608*
3 semester hours
This course provides a historical background for the analysis of the international situation in the Far East on the eve of World War II, and of
problems arising since its conclusion. The aim is to analyze the policies of
the principal powers of the Far East in their relation with one another and
with Occidental nations since the opening up of China and Japan. The
emphasis is Oil international relations rather than 011 the customs and domestic affairs of the Oriental countries.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
French Civilization from 1815 to the Present,
3 semester hours
Social Studies 609*
The political, social, economic and intellectual contributions of France
from the collapse of the Napoleonic Empire to the establishment of the
Fourth Republic are studied and evaluated in this course. Special emphasis
is placed on the study of major crises in French history and the factors which
contributed to the collapse of France in June, 1940.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Political Parties and Their Practices, Social Studies 610* 3 semester hours
National, state and local organizations are studied with special reference
to New York State and its local areas. Political institutions and their iufiuence are discussed.
History of the Soviet Union, Social Studies 611*
3 semester hours
The study of the Soviet Union and its essential background involves the
selection of a coherent pattern of topics drawn from the following fields:
nineteenth century Russian history (including the history of ideas), Russian
ethnography and geography, Soviet social and governmental institutions,
Soviet economy, and Soviet foreign policy. The object is to direct the
students' attention to the ideas and forces which have shaped the course of
Russian development since the beginning of the nineteenth century.
International Relations, Social Studies 612*
3 semester hours
The general fields with which the student will become familiar through
his study are international economic relations, internation political relations,
international law, international arbitration, diplomacy, and international
organzation and administration. It is intended to give the student a broad
but revelant background which will equip him to exercise sound judgment
in a wide variety of situations.
Regional Geography of Anglo-America, Social Studies 613';' 3 semester hours
A study of the growth, characteristics, and areal distribution of population
of the United States and its neighbor to the North; the typical occupation
regions with their physical and cultural backgrounds; their commerce and
means of transportation. Maps, graphs, and films are used extensively.
Regional Geography of Latin America, Social Studies 614':: 3 semester hours
A regional study of the western hemisphere south of the Rio Grande ...
vith
emphasis upon the cultural, economic, and commercial patterns with their
physical backgrounds as a basis for understanding international relations
and economic problems. Considerable library and map study are demanded.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
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Regional Geography of Europe, Social Studies 615*
3 semester hours
A regional study of the continent with the interplay of geographic factors
in the social, economic and political aspects of life. It provides for understanding and interpreting the major problems of industrial reorganization and
participation in world affairs. Current literature and library research will
provide material for individual reports.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Geography of Asia, Social Studies 616':'
3 semester hours
A study of the geographic factors of physical environment and peoples on
the largest land mass of the world. It provides the background necessary for
understanding the cultural, economic, and political problems of the Far East.
Geography of Central America, Social Studies 617';'
2 semester hours
A regional study of a tropical area with an intensive study of the geographic
factors basic to the understanding of the social, cultural, economic and
political problems of the Central American countries.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Founding of the American Nation, Social Studies 618*'
2 semester hours
This course, covering the period from 1763 to 1790, meets twice a week.
Attention is given to all phases of the Revolutionary Period, to the economic,
social and political problems of the"Critical Period", and to the establishment
of the new nation. There will be individual research, group activities and
lectures.
Labor and Industrial Relations, Social Studies 620*
3 semester hours
A study of the relationships between institutions and groups in the industrialized society of America. Attention will be given to the relations between
labor and capital groups, working periods and labor supply, division of production, woman and child labor, industrial housing, as these bear upon laborcapital relations.
Marriage and the Family, Social Studies 622';/
3 semester hours
Combination of the scientific and practical interests and approaches to
the study of the problems of courtship, marriage, parenthood, and the family
as a social institution.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Cultural Anthropology, Social Studies 623*
3 semester hours
Sociological interpretation of preliterate cultures, prehistoric and contemporary. The fields handled include social origins, invention and diffusion of
cultural traits, complexes, and patterns; the time perspective of culture; and
variations in contemporary cultural orientations, customs, and matters.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
History of American Diplomacy I, Social Studies 624*'
3 semester hours
The relations of the United States with foreign nations from the days of
the American Revolution to the Civil War. An attempt is made to provide a
realistic understanding of the directing forces which have shaped our diplomacy. Personalities, policies, the power of public opinion and the growth and
development of our diplomacy are some factors studied.
History of American Diplomacy II, Social Studies 625*
3 semester hours
This continues the pattern outlined in the proceeding course and deals with
the diplomacy of the United States from the Civil War to the present.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Social Studies in the Elementary School,
3 semester hours
Social Studies 626*
This course will consider materials, methods and special problems such as
motivation, evaluation, grading and articulation in the grades and in the
junior high school.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
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Advanced Sociology, Social Studies 627
2 semester hours
This course makes a comprehensive survey of the field of sociology with
emphasis on the study of local social problems. Local institutions are visited
and local social agencies are consulted in planning and conducting this course.
These local and current emphases make the course vital for those who have
had earlier work in the field and very essential for those who have not.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Global Geography, Social Studies 717
Z semester hours
This course is designed to develop the ability to study peoples, nations,
and areas, together with the current happenings in their environmental settings and to observe, classify and analyze social and political problems in
terms of local, regional and global relationships. The content of this course
deals with mapping, patterns of environment, resources, population distribution, and current events in contemporary geography.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
Biography of Great Americans, Social Studies 719
2 semester hours
This course will consist of an examination of our national development
through the media of biographical materials. Class lectures will be based upon
the lives of certain representative American figures. They will also offer the
students a means of becoming acquainted with recent biographical literature.
Course readings will consist of an examination of some outstanding biographies. There will be careful study and analysis of selections from the Dictionary of American Biography and the accumulation of the type of biographical materials that can be used by the individual teacher in her own classroom
situations.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
The United Nations, Social Studies 720
3 semester hours
This course acquaints the student with the structure and operation of the
United Nations. It calls for a study of the charter, the main organs and the
present status of the organization in world events. Offered when sufficient
demand arises.
Social Theory, Social Studies 721
3 semester hours
A study of the important men and schools of thought and their respective
contributions to social theory; the differentiation of the present social sciences and the proliferation of each into specialization.
Offered when sufficient demand arises.
The Organization of Society, Social Studies 722 2 semester hours
Intensive study of the nature, functioning, interrelations, and changes in
the major social institutions; family, economic, governmental, religious, educational, recreational and penal.
Open to graduate students and seniors.
Contemporary Culture, Social Studies 723
2 semester hours
This course is designed to aid the classroom teacher in the development
of an up-to-date appraisal of the leading issues of the day and to enable him
to discuss intelligently their meaning for the program of education in the
public schools. This course will be required of all candidates for the Master
of Education degree.
The Study of Community Life and Resources,
3 semester hours
Social Studies 724
Intensive investigation into the organization and functioning of social life
in the American community. Attention will be given to representative rural,
town. suburban and urban communities and to their resources for adjustment.
Emphasis will be laid upon the value and use of community resources for
teaching purposes.
Open to graduate students and seniors.
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